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Why Beyond the SM?
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Theoretical Issue
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Hints for BSM

• Neutrino Mass
• Dark Matter
• Baryon Asymmetry
• Dark Energy
• Inflation

Evidence

Anomaly
• Higgs Mass (mh≪Λ)
• Strong CP • Muon g-2 (3.5σ)

• B anomalies,  RD(*), RK
• H0 tension (4+σ)
• Short baseline neutrino
• Proton radius, 21cm….

Puzzle
• SM vacuum stability? 
• Why 3 gen. w/ hierarchy
• Why …

See other lectures/review 
LHC (day1), Martyniuk 
Flavor (day2), Wormser 
Neutrino (day3), Huber 
Dark Matter (day3) Kahn 
Atomic Interf (day3) Müller 
Top quark (day4) Mitov 
Heavy Ion (day4) McLerran
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Evidence from Cosmology&Astrophysics

• Dark energy (accelerating expansion) 
• Dark matter >80% matter

nB

n�
⇠ 6⇥ 10�10

<latexit sha1_base64="AS63vtUHFvYt3ULH7Wl6QWUMITc=">AAACE3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAgiWGakqMtSNy4r2Ad0xiGTZtrQJDMkGaEM8w9u/BU3LhRx68adf2PazkJbDyQczrmXe+8JE0aVdpxva2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tm19/bbKk4lJi0cs1h2Q6QIo4K0NNWMdBNJEA8Z6YSj64nfeSBS0Vjc6XFCfI4GgkYUI22kwD71IolwJoJGbj5vgDhHuacohxfQ05QTBV3nPjtznTywK07VmQIuErcgFVCgGdhfXj/GKSdCY4aU6rlOov0MSU0xI3nZSxVJEB6hAekZKpCZ5mfTm3J4bJQ+jGJpntBwqv7uyBBXasxDU8mRHqp5byL+5/VSHV35GRVJqonAs0FRyqCO4SQg2KeSYM3GhiAsqdkV4iEyIWkTY9mE4M6fvEja51W3Vq3d1ir1RhFHCRyCI3ACXHAJ6uAGNEELYPAInsEreLOerBfr3fqYlS5ZRc8B+APr8wfX+J13</latexit>

but SM CP-violation is not enough

• Baryon asymmetry is non-zero

• Acausal correlation across the sky 
→Exponential expansion (Inflation) 

Planck satellite 

Current energy budget

New BSM particle?

SM extension needed  
(EW baryogenesis, Leptogenesis..)

DE and Inflation could be decoupled from SM
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Neutrino Mass

Solar&atmospheric neutrino oscillation 
→direct contraction of SM 
(no neutrino mass in the renormalizable level→no oscillation)

Known: mass splittings (50meV, 8meV), also angles

Unknown: absolute mass, Dirac or Majorana type?



Theoretical Issues
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3 naturalness problems
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Higgs Mass CP phase in strong sector

Cosmological constant (D.E.)

(125GeV)2≪Λ2

Λcc4~10-48 GeV4 ≪Λ4

θ≪1

Small parameters NOT associated with symmetry restoration  
some new mechanism?
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Higgs Mass

BSM scenarios:  
Supersymmetry, Composite Higgs, Twin Higgs, Extra Dim… 
→Predict TeV heavy states (some light)→LHC

SM is just low energy effective theory below Λ

MPl ~1018GeVmH~102GeV Λ

V = µ2
H |H|2 + �H

4
|H|4

• Given that BSM is needed, SM is effective up to Λ

No symmetry to protect mass scale in SM

Naturalness problem

Higgs mass is sensitive to Λ2 [relevant operator] 

µ2
H = µ2

H0 +
X g2

16⇡2
⇤2 ⇠ (100GeV)2
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Strong CP problem

• No symmetry restoration in the SM in θ→0

Also naturalness problem for CPV parameter of SM

Peccei-Quinn symmetry (Axion), Left-Right, Nelson-Barr..
Axion solution is attractive   
(1) IR solution  
(2) detectable signal=axion  
(3) could be cold DM

✓̄ . 10�10
<latexit sha1_base64="UmxBNU3PgzTpsPyyABK+P78FhpI=">AAACBnicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb9ShCYxC8GGZU0GPQi8cIZoHMGHo6laRJz0J3jRCGOXnxV7x4UMSr3+DNv7GzHDTxQcHjvSqq6gWJFBod59taWFxaXlktrBXXNza3tu2d3bqOU8WhxmMZq2bANEgRQQ0FSmgmClgYSGgEg+uR33gApUUc3eEwAT9kvUh0BWdopLZ94AVMZR72AVnuSdBai5C6zn124jp52y45ZWcMOk/cKSmRKapt+8vrxDwNIUIumdYt10nQz5hCwSXkRS/VkDA+YD1oGRqxELSfjd/I6ZFROrQbK1MR0rH6eyJjodbDMDCdIcO+nvVG4n9eK8XupZ+JKEkRIj5Z1E0lxZiOMqEdoYCjHBrCuBLmVsr7TDGOJrmiCcGdfXme1E/L7lnZuT0vVa6mcRTIPjkkx8QlF6RCbkiV1Agnj+SZvJI368l6sd6tj0nrgjWd2SN/YH3+AJ3NmIs=</latexit>

Neutron EDM

because CP is violated in the quark sector 
with O(1) CKM phase!

[Peccei, Quinn][Weinberg; Wilczek; Kim-Shifman-Vainshtein-Zakharov; Dine–Fischler–Srednicki–Zhitnitsky]
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Hints for BSM

• Neutrino Mass
• Dark Matter
• Baryon Asymmetry
• Dark Energy
• Inflation

Evidence

Anomaly
• Higgs Mass (mh≪Λ)
• Strong CP • Muon g-2 (3.5σ)

• B anomalies,  RD(*), RK
• H0 tension (4+σ)
• Short baseline neutrino
• Proton radius, 21cm….

Puzzle
• SM vacuum stability? 
• Why 3 gen. w/ hierarchy
• Why …



Anomalies
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Anomalies
No anomalies at LHC

• Muon g-2 (~3.5σ)

• Flavor physics(B), ~2-3σ. Lepton Flavor Universality? 

• Neutrino, 4.5σ Miniboone (vµ→ve excess) 

• Proton radius anomaly (gone? with new lamb shift result)…

slepton, new force

Leptoquark, exotic sterile neutrino(?)
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Anomalies

• H0 tension ~4σ, ΛCDM vs Local measurements

• DM (small structure, galactic center) 

• Edges 21cm line …

22 Riess et al.

Figure 4. The 4.4σ difference between local measurements of H0 and the value predicted from
Planck+ΛCDM. We show local results presented by Riess et al. (2016), reanalysis by C16 (Cardona et al.
2017), FK17 (Follin & Knox 2017), or FM18 (Feeney et al. 2017), the HOLiCOW lensing results from Bir-
rer18 (Birrer et al. 2018), a replacement of optical SN data with NIR in DJL17 (Dhawan et al. 2017) and
B18 (Burns et al. 2018), and a revised geometric anchor from HST and Gaia DR2 parallaxes (R18a,b).
Other early universe scales are shown in blue. Possible physics causes for a 2–4% change in H0 include time-
dependent dark energy or nonzero curvature, while a larger 5–8% difference may come from dark matter
interaction, early dark energy or additional relativistic particles.

Extra radiation? 
(light particle)



BSM is required.
Where to start?

15
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BSM physics through SM particles

Higgs

What sector of the SM less known?

→ Neutrino review talk(day3)

Mass, mixing
Majorana& Dirac?

Roles in cosmology.
Majorana neutrino
→Leptogenesis 

Neutrino

Direct connection to BSM? 
[Higgs portal] 
Vacuum Stability?

Most mysterious part of SM 
Responsible to EWSB&Flavor 
VERY IMPORTANT to TEST
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Higgs Coupling and Impact in EFT

Probe ~1TeV scale. 
Improvement is essential. 

10% precision

Many channels still challenging!

|H|2

⇤2
L
SM

! �g
x

g
x

⇠ v2

⇤2

<latexit sha1_base64="3b+maBoOaW5WSWD6hTp/Jldpeb0=">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</latexit>

charm?
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Higgs Coupling and Impact in EFT
• Recent development on charm-h, direct and indirect

Vh, h→cc with charm-tagging h→γγ + ISR(g) distribution4
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FIG. 2. 300 fb�1 and 3000 fb�1 prospects for the signal strengths at the LHC, for h ! bb̄ and h ! cc̄ based on b- and c-tagging
for the uncorrelated scenario employing c-tagging I (left panel) and c-tagging II (right panel). The grey shaded region is
unphysical unless Higgs production is modified with respect to the SM case. The profiled likelihood ratio [41] is used for the
respective 1-� uncertainty of �µb and �µc.

three categories for the correlated and uncorrelated scenario once also c-tagging is employed. We utilize the Monte-
Carlo (MC) studies presented in Figs. 3–6 of Ref. [35] in the following way. These figures provide the number of
events in each bin for signal and for each background after applying all cuts and requiring two b-tagged jets. Let
us consider a bin of signal or a specific background that originally has an x- and a y-jet, where x, y = b, c, l (real
b-jet, c-jet, light-jet), and the number provided is N .2 We then obtain the number of events for categories (i)–(iii) in
uncorrelated and correlated scenarios as below.

Uncorrelated scenario:

N (i) = N, N (ii) =
✏
(b-tag)
x

✏
(c-tag)
y

+ ✏
(c-tag)
x

✏
(b-tag)
y

✏
(b-tag)
x

✏
(b-tag)
y

N, N (iii) =
✏
(c-tag)
x

✏
(c-tag)
y

✏
(b-tag)
x

✏
(b-tag)
y

N , (4)

Correlated scenario:

N (i) = N � N (ii) � N (iii), N (ii) =
✏
(b-tag)
x

✏
(c-tag)
y

+ ✏
(c-tag)
x

✏
(b-tag)
y

✏
(b-tag)
x

✏
(b-tag)
y

N � 2N (iii), N (iii) =
✏
(c-tag)
x

✏
(c-tag)
y

✏
(b-tag)
x

✏
(b-tag)
y

N . (5)

The rescaling is done on a bin-by-bin basis. After rescaling di↵erent background di↵erently (N ! B
X

with X denoting
the type of background), we obtain the total background for each category, B(i,ii,iii), by summing all backgrounds,

B(i) =
Pall

X

B
(i)
X

and analogously for (ii) and (iii). The expected signal for each category is straightforward, N ! S.
To obtain the future sensitivity we then follow the statistical procedure described in Ref. [22]. Given the expectation

of signal and background, we construct a likelihood function of µ
c

and µ
b

based on the Poisson probability-distribution
function, and use the likelihood ratio for parameter estimates. In Fig. 2 we present the future reach for the signal
strengths of h ! bb̄ and h ! cc̄ in the uncorrelated scenario by combining b-tagging with c-tagging I (left panel)
and II (right panel). Note that the correlated scenario cannot be defined in the case of c-tagging II and III, see
Appendix A for details and Fig. 6 therein for the c-tagging I result of the correlated scenario. We obtain the expected
uncertainty on µ

c

(µ
b

) by profiling µ
b

(µ
c

). We list the 1-� ranges for µ
c

and µ
b

for di↵erent scenarios and employed
c-tagging assuming the total luminosity of 2 ⇥ 300 fb�1 and 2 ⇥ 3000 fb�1 expected at LHC run II and HL-LHC in

2
For instance, x = y = b for h ! b

¯

b signal and t

¯

t background; x = y = c for W +cc̄ background; (x = b, y = l) for single top background.

Now measured (with μb=1)
μc<110@95CL, ATLAS(’17)
μc<70@95CL at CMS(‘18)
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FIG. 1. 68.3% CL (cyan) and 95.5% CL (gray) allowed re-
gions in µc–µb plane. The best-fit (SM) point is indicated
by the black circle (blue rectangle). The green(orange) bands
are the 68.3% CL bands obtained from ATLAS(CMS) data.
The labels (a)-(f) refer to the criteria in Table II. Note that
region (d) is not shown because it is too broad.

moderate rejection rates for c-jets, while CMS [7] has
four points with relatively high acceptance of c-jets. In-
deed, there are various values of ✏2c/b, categories (a)-(f) in

Table II. Whereas the tagging e�ciencies have a pjet

T

de-
pendence, we verified that the ratio of e�ciencies such as
✏2c/b is less sensitive to the pjet

T

, see [35, 37]. Hereafter we
assume the e�ciencies for each analysis to be constant.

For our recast study we proceed as follows. From ex-
isting data, summarized in Table II, we use all the bins
of the boosted decision tree output with S/B � 0.025;
those with lower ratios are simply background domi-
nated. Then, according to Eq. (6) the modified signal
strength is adopted with di↵erent ✏2c/b depending on the
category. We have constructed a likelihood function,
L(µc, µb), that is evaluated by a Poisson probability dis-
tribution convoluted with the Monte-Carlo systematic er-
ror with Gaussian weights. For a parameter estimate, we
use the likelihood ratio,

�(µc, µb) = �2 log
L(µc, µb)

L(µ̂c, µ̂b)
, (7)

where µ̂c and µ̂b are values at the best-fit point. In Fig. 1,
we show the 68.3% CL and 95% CL contours as well as
68.3% CL bands corresponding to each analysis (a)-(f).
As discussed above, while the constraint of a given analy-
sis is a flat direction in the µc–µb plane, the combination
of di↵erent analyses disentangles the degeneracy leading
to an ellipse. We further obtain the bound on µc with
profiled µb (method of profile likelihood ratio [38]),

µc = 95+90(175)

�95(180)

at 68.3(95)% CL. (8)

This is the first direct and model-independent bound on
the charm signal strength.

W/Z

hc

s̄/c̄

yc

FIG. 2. Example diagram that modifies V h production when
the charm-quark Yukawa is enhanced.

New production of V h and charm Yukawa: We
would like to interpret the constraint of Eq. (8) as an
upper bound on the charm Yukawa or, equivalently, on
c ⌘ yc/ySM

c , where similar definitions hold for all Higgs
couplings. Relative signs between ’s do not a↵ect our
main results and we thus stick to X > 0.

Assuming no modification of the production w.r.t. the
SM restricts the Higgs to charm signal strength to be

µc = BRcc̄/BRSM

cc̄ . 34 . (9)

The bound in Eq. (8) is weaker than the one in Eq. (9).
Thus, it cannot bound c from above, namely the in-
equality is satisfied even in the c ! 1 or BRcc̄ ! 1
limit. However, as c (or more generally u,d,s,c) becomes
large, new contributions to the same final states, shown
in Fig. 2, become important and eliminate the “runaway”
to arbitrarily large Yukawa. The contributions to the V h
production cross section as a function of c are presented
in Fig. 3 and roughly given by

�pp!V h

�SM

pp!V h

' 1 +

✓
c

75�200

◆
2

(10)

for large c. Here, the Higgs coupling to the W/Z is as-
sumed to be SM like, i.e. V = 1. We obtained these
results using MadGraph 5.2 [39] at the parton level and
leading order applying the CMS [7] and ATLAS [4] selec-
tion cuts for the LHC 8 TeV run. For a more complete
treatment of the new production mechanisms, including
the contributions from u, d, s and also to final states with
VBF-like topology, and comparison with future machines
we refer the reader to the companion paper [40].

The new production mechanism significantly enhances
the production cross section for large Yukawa, which is
disfavoured by the V h data. Thus, combining ATLAS
and CMS data yields an upper bound on the charm
Yukawa

c . 234 at 95% CL , (11)

where b is profiled.
The total width: Both ATLAS and CMS give a

model independent bound on the Higgs total width from
the invariant-mass distribution of the h ! 4` and h ! ��
signal. These bounds are limited by the experimental

G. Perez, Y. Soreq, E. Stamou, KT(‘15)
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momenta pT . mh/2. This partly compensates for the
quadratic mass suppression m2

Q/m
2
h appearing in (1). As

a result of the logarithmic sensitivity and of the 2
Q de-

pendence in quark-initiated production, one expects de-
viations of several percent in the pT spectra in Higgs
production for O(1) modifications of Q. In the SM,
the light-quark e↵ects are small. Specifically, in compar-
ison to the Higgs e↵ective field theory (HEFT) predic-
tion, in gg ! hj the bottom contribution has an e↵ect
of around �5% on the di↵erential distributions while the
impact of the charm quark is at the level of �1%. Like-
wise, the combined gQ ! hQ, QQ̄ ! hg channels (with
Q = b, c) lead to a shift of roughly 2%. Precision mea-
surements of the Higgs distributions for moderate pT
values combined with precision calculations of these ob-
servables are thus needed to probe O(1) deviations in yb
and yc. Achieving such an accuracy is both a theoretical
and experimental challenge, but it seems possible in view
of foreseen advances in higher-order calculations and the
large statistics expected at future LHC runs.

Theoretical framework. Our goal is to explore
the sensitivity of the Higgs-boson (pT,h) and leading-
jet (pT,j) transverse momentum distributions in inclusive
Higgs production to simultaneous modifications of the
light Yukawa couplings. We consider final states where
the Higgs boson decays into a pair of gauge bosons. To
avoid sensitivity to the modification of the branching ra-
tios, we normalise the distributions to the inclusive cross
section. The e↵ect on branching ratios can be included in
the context of a global analysis, jointly with the method
proposed here.

The gg ! hj channel was analysed in depth in the
HEFT framework where one integrates out the domi-
nant top-quark loops and neglects the contributions from
lighter quarks. While in this approximation the two
spectra and the total cross section were studied exten-
sively, the e↵ect of lighter quarks is not yet known with
the same precision for pT . mh/2. Within the SM,
the LO distribution for this process was derived long
ago [17, 19], and the next-to-leading-order (NLO) cor-
rections to the total cross section were calculated in [20–
24]. In the context of analytic resummations of the Su-
dakov logarithms ln (pT /mh), the inclusion of mass cor-
rections to the HEFT were studied both for the pT,h

and pT,j distributions [25–27]. More recently, the first
resummations of some of the leading logarithms (1) were
accomplished both in the abelian [28] and in the high-
energy [29] limit. The reactions gQ ! hQ, QQ̄ ! hg
were computed at NLO [30, 31] in the five-flavour scheme
that we employ here, and the resummation of the loga-
rithms ln (pT,h/mh) in QQ̄ ! h was also performed up to
next-to-next-to-leading-logarithmic (NNLL) order [32].

In the case of gg ! hj, we generate the LO spectra
with MG5aMC@NLO [33]. We also include NLO corrections
to the spectrum in the HEFT [34–36] using MCFM [37].
The total cross sections for inclusive Higgs production
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Figure 1: The normalised pT,h spectrum of inclusive Higgs
production at

p
s = 8TeV divided by the SM prediction for

di↵erent values of c. Only c is modified, while the remain-
ing Yukawa couplings are kept at their SM values.

are obtained from HIGLU [38], taking into account the
NNLO corrections in the HEFT [39–41]. Sudakov loga-
rithms ln (pT /mh) are resummed up to NNLL order both
for pT,h [42–44] and pT,j [45–47], treating mass correc-
tions following [27]. The latter e↵ects will be significant,
once the spectra have been precisely measured down to
pT values of O(5GeV). The gQ ! hQ, QQ̄ ! hg contri-
butions to the distributions are calculated at NLO with
MG5aMC@NLO [48] and cross-checked against MCFM. The ob-
tained events are showered with PYTHIA 8.2 [49] and jets
are reconstructed with the anti-kt algorithm [50] as im-
plemented in FastJet [51] using R = 0.4 as a radius
parameter.
Our default choice for the renormalisation (µR), fac-

torisation (µF ) and the resummation (QR, for gg ! hj)
scales is mh/2. Perturbative uncertainties are estimated
by varying µR, µF by a factor of two in either direc-
tion while keeping 1/2  µR/µF  2. In addition, for
the gg ! hj channel, we vary QR by a factor of two
while keeping µR = µF = mh/2. The final total theo-
retical errors are then obtained by combining the scale
uncertainties in quadrature with a ±2% relative error as-
sociated with PDFs and ↵s for the normalised distribu-
tions. We stress that the normalised distributions used
in this study are less sensitive to PDFs and ↵s varia-
tions, therefore the above ±2% relative uncertainty is a
realistic estimate. We obtain the relative uncertainty in
the SM and then assume that it does not depend on Q.
While this is correct for the gQ ! hQ, QQ̄ ! hg chan-
nels, for the gg ! hj production a good assessment of
the theory uncertainties in the large-Q regime requires
the resummation of the logarithms in (1). First steps in
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Figure 8: Likelihood scan of kb while profiling kc (left), and of kc while profiling kb (right).
The filled markers indicate the limits at 95% CL. The branching fractions are implemented as
nuisance parameters with no prior constraint.
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Figure 9: Simultaneous fit to data for kt and cg, assuming a coupling dependence of the branch-
ing fractions (left) and the branching fractions implemented as nuisance parameters with no
prior constraint (right). The one standard deviation contour is drawn for the combination
(H ! gg, H ! ZZ, and H ! bb), the H ! gg channel, and the H ! ZZ channel in black, red,
and blue, respectively. For the combination the two standard deviation contour is drawn as a
black dashed line, and the shading indicates the negative log-likelihood, with the scale shown
on the right hand side of the plots.

particular, these bounds are comparable with those obtained from direct searches with charm
quarks in the final state.

CMS[1812.06504]

F. Bishara, U. Haisch, P. F. Monni, E. Re(‘16)

spires-search://a%20perez,%20gilad
spires-search://a%20soreq,%20yotam
spires-search://a%20stamou,%20emmanuel
spires-search://a%20tobioka,%20kohsaku
http://arxiv.org/abs/1812.06504
spires-search://a%20bishara,%20fady
spires-search://a%20haisch,%20ulrich
spires-search://a%20monni,%20pier%20francesco
spires-search://a%20re,%20emanuele
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Higgs Couplings without Higgs
High energy property is useful. B. Henning, D. Lombardo, M. Riembau, F. Riva(‘18)

Goldstone equivalence theorem 

Higgs Couplings without the Higgs

Brian Henning, Davide Lombardo, Marc Riembau, and Francesco Riva
Départment de Physique Théorique, Université de Genève,

24 quai Ernest-Ansermet, 1211 Genève 4, Switzerland

The measurement of Higgs couplings constitute an important part of present Standard Model
precision tests at colliders. We show that modifications of Higgs couplings induce energy-growing
e↵ects in specific amplitudes involving longitudinally polarized vector bosons, and we initiate a novel
program to study these very modifications of Higgs couplings o↵-shell and at high-energy, rather
than on the Higgs resonance. Our analysis suggests that these channels are complementary and, at
times, competitive with familiar on-shell measurements; moreover, they o↵er endless opportunities
for refinements and improvements.

I. INTRODUCTION

The precise measurement of the Higgs boson cou-
plings to other Standard Model (SM) particles is
an unquestionable priority in the future of particle
physics. These measurements are important probes
for our understanding of a relatively poorly mea-
sured sector of the SM; at the same time they o↵er
a window into heavy dynamics Beyond the Standard
Model (BSM). Indeed, it is well-known that the ex-
change of heavy states (with masses beyond the di-
rect collider reach) leaves imprints in low-energy ex-
periments, in a way that is systematically captured
by an E↵ective Field Theory (EFT).

There are a number of similar ways in which
one can parametrize modifications of Higgs cou-
plings (HC): via partial widths 2i = �h!ii/�SM

h!ii [1],
via Lagrangian couplings in the unitary gauge ghii [2,
3], via pseudo observables [4], or via the e↵ective field
theory L =

P
i ci Oi/⇤2, consisting of dimension-6

operators [3, 5]. In particular, the operators

Or = |H|2@µH†@µH Oy = Y |H|2 LH R

OBB = g0 2|H|2Bµ⌫B
µ⌫ OWW = g2|H|2W a

µ⌫W
aµ⌫

OGG = g2s |H|2Ga
µ⌫G

aµ⌫ O6 = |H|6 (1)

with Y the Yukawa for fermion  , can be put in
simple correspondence with the s, as they modify
single-Higgs processes without inducing other elec-
troweak symmetry breaking e↵ects.

The well-established method for testing HC is, of
course, to measure processes in which a Higgs boson
is produced on-shell.

In this letter we initiate a novel program to test
the very same Higgs couplings, o↵-shell and at high-
energy, via their contributions to the physics of lon-
gitudinally polarized gauge bosons. We will show

HC HwH Growth

t Oyt ⇠ E2

⇤2

� O6 ⇠ vE
⇤2

Z�

��

V

OWW

OBB

Or

⇠ E2

⇤2

g Ogg ⇠ E2

⇤2

TABLE I. Each e↵ect (left column) can be measured as an

on-shell Higgs Coupling (diagram in the HC column) or in a

high-energy process (diagram in the HwH column), where it

grows with energy as indicated in the last column.

that this program is potentially competitive with on-

shell measurements. Moreover—and perhaps equally
important—this program contains numerous avenues
for refinements and improvements: it can benefit
maximally from accumulated statistics, from im-
proved SM computations of di↵erential distributions,
from phenomenological analyses aimed at enhancing
the signal-over-background (see, for instance, [6–11]),
and from dedicated experimental analyses. Further-
more, given the complexity of the final states, we ex-
pect advanced machine learning techniques [12–14]
could drastically improve our simple cut and count
analysis. Additionally, in the context of a global pre-
cision program, the high-energy aspects that we dis-
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cuss here will be the ones that benefit the most, not
only from the long-term HL-LHC program, but also
from potential future high energy colliders, such as
the High-Energy (HE) LHC or CLIC.

Our leitmotiv is that any observable modification
of a SM coupling will produce in some process a
growth with energy (see table I). In some sense, this
is obvious: since the SM is the only theory that can
be extrapolated to arbitrarily1 high-energy, any de-
parture from it can have only a finite range of valid-
ity, a fact that is made manifest by a disproportion-
ate growth in certain scattering amplitudes. Theo-
ries with a finite range of validity are, by definition,
EFTs; for this reason the best vehicle to communi-
cate our message is the EFT language of Eq. (1). We
stress nevertheless that at, tree level, the very same
conclusions can be reached in the  framework [1] or
in the unitary-gauge framework of Ref. [2, 3].

The operators of Eq. (1) have the form |H|2⇥OSM ,
with OSM a dimension-4 SM operator (i.e. kinetic
terms, Higgs potential, and Yukawas) times

|H|2 =
1

2

�
v2 + 2hv + h2 + 2�+�� + (�0)2

�
(2)

where v = 246 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expecta-
tion value (vev), h is the physical Higgs boson, and
�±,0 are the would-be longitudinal polarizations of
W - and Z-bosons. From the operators in Eq. (1),
the piece / v2 can be reabsorbed via a redefinition of
the SM input parameters and is therefore unobserv-
able [15, 16]; the piece / vh constitutes instead the
core of the HC measurements program, as it implies
modifications to single-Higgs processes (triple Higgs
processes for O6), and can be matched easily to the
 framework. The h2 piece was discussed in [17–19]
in the context of double Higgs production. In this
article we focus on the last two terms in Eq. (2) and
study processes with longitudinal gauge bosons in-
stead of processes with an on-shell Higgs; we dub
this search strategy “Higgs without Higgs” - HwH in
short.

The high-energy avenue is potentially very promis-
ing: for E2-growing e↵ects, a 1% sensitivity at the
Higgs boson mass, corresponds to a O(1) sensitivity
at E ⇠ 1 TeV. We will see that, in practice, High-E
measurements are rather complex, so that this näıve
scaling is hardly achieved in the explorative analysis

1 Modulo the Landau pole and the coupling to gravity, both

irrelevant for the present discussion.

FIG. 1. An energy-growing process sensitive to the Higgs

trilinear, Eq. (5). Here we show the diagram in unitary gauge;

it is equivalent to the one in Table I where the Goldstones are

kept explicit. The two VBF jets and, in particular, same-sign

leptons give rise to an exceptionally clean channel.

presented here. However, we envisage several strate-
gies for improvement that outline a challenging and
exciting collider program.

II. HIGH-ENERGY PROCESSES

The first ingredient in this program is to identify
which processes grow maximally with energy once
Higgs Couplings are modified. There is a quick and
intuitive way of to assess this based on 1) dimensional
analysis, 2) our choice of EFT basis Eq. (1), and
3) on the parametrization chosen in Eq. (2), where
the longitudinal polarizations are explicitly repre-
sented by their scalar high-energy counterpart [20–
22]. For v ! 0, the operators of Eq. (1) contribute
directly to contact interactions with n = 4 fields
(OWW , OBB , OGG, Or), 5 fields (Oy ) or 6 fields
(OH), with a coupling / 1/⇤2 that carries two in-
verse powers of mass dimensions. Amplitudes gen-
erated by these contact vertices do not involve any
propagators (which carry inverse powers of energy)
and are therefore maximally energy-growing. At
high-energy—E � mW ,mh,mt—the only other di-
mensionful parameter is the energy E; hence, generi-
cally, we expect that the BSM and SM contributions
to the same process scale as

AO
n

ASM
n

⇠ E2

⇤2
. (3)

Table I shows the relevant processes that exhibit
this behaviour; more explicitly, at hadron (lepton)

W±
L ' �±
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the High-Energy (HE) LHC or CLIC.

Our leitmotiv is that any observable modification
of a SM coupling will produce in some process a
growth with energy (see table I). In some sense, this
is obvious: since the SM is the only theory that can
be extrapolated to arbitrarily1 high-energy, any de-
parture from it can have only a finite range of valid-
ity, a fact that is made manifest by a disproportion-
ate growth in certain scattering amplitudes. Theo-
ries with a finite range of validity are, by definition,
EFTs; for this reason the best vehicle to communi-
cate our message is the EFT language of Eq. (1). We
stress nevertheless that at, tree level, the very same
conclusions can be reached in the  framework [1] or
in the unitary-gauge framework of Ref. [2, 3].

The operators of Eq. (1) have the form |H|2⇥OSM ,
with OSM a dimension-4 SM operator (i.e. kinetic
terms, Higgs potential, and Yukawas) times

|H|2 =
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where v = 246 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expecta-
tion value (vev), h is the physical Higgs boson, and
�±,0 are the would-be longitudinal polarizations of
W - and Z-bosons. From the operators in Eq. (1),
the piece / v2 can be reabsorbed via a redefinition of
the SM input parameters and is therefore unobserv-
able [15, 16]; the piece / vh constitutes instead the
core of the HC measurements program, as it implies
modifications to single-Higgs processes (triple Higgs
processes for O6), and can be matched easily to the
 framework. The h2 piece was discussed in [17–19]
in the context of double Higgs production. In this
article we focus on the last two terms in Eq. (2) and
study processes with longitudinal gauge bosons in-
stead of processes with an on-shell Higgs; we dub
this search strategy “Higgs without Higgs” - HwH in
short.

The high-energy avenue is potentially very promis-
ing: for E2-growing e↵ects, a 1% sensitivity at the
Higgs boson mass, corresponds to a O(1) sensitivity
at E ⇠ 1 TeV. We will see that, in practice, High-E
measurements are rather complex, so that this näıve
scaling is hardly achieved in the explorative analysis

1 Modulo the Landau pole and the coupling to gravity, both

irrelevant for the present discussion.
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trilinear, Eq. (5). Here we show the diagram in unitary gauge;

it is equivalent to the one in Table I where the Goldstones are

kept explicit. The two VBF jets and, in particular, same-sign

leptons give rise to an exceptionally clean channel.

presented here. However, we envisage several strate-
gies for improvement that outline a challenging and
exciting collider program.

II. HIGH-ENERGY PROCESSES

The first ingredient in this program is to identify
which processes grow maximally with energy once
Higgs Couplings are modified. There is a quick and
intuitive way of to assess this based on 1) dimensional
analysis, 2) our choice of EFT basis Eq. (1), and
3) on the parametrization chosen in Eq. (2), where
the longitudinal polarizations are explicitly repre-
sented by their scalar high-energy counterpart [20–
22]. For v ! 0, the operators of Eq. (1) contribute
directly to contact interactions with n = 4 fields
(OWW , OBB , OGG, Or), 5 fields (Oy ) or 6 fields
(OH), with a coupling / 1/⇤2 that carries two in-
verse powers of mass dimensions. Amplitudes gen-
erated by these contact vertices do not involve any
propagators (which carry inverse powers of energy)
and are therefore maximally energy-growing. At
high-energy—E � mW ,mh,mt—the only other di-
mensionful parameter is the energy E; hence, generi-
cally, we expect that the BSM and SM contributions
to the same process scale as

AO
n

ASM
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⇠ E2
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. (3)

Table I shows the relevant processes that exhibit
this behaviour; more explicitly, at hadron (lepton)
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The measurement of Higgs couplings constitute an important part of present Standard Model
precision tests at colliders. We show that modifications of Higgs couplings induce energy-growing
e↵ects in specific amplitudes involving longitudinally polarized vector bosons, and we initiate a novel
program to study these very modifications of Higgs couplings o↵-shell and at high-energy, rather
than on the Higgs resonance. Our analysis suggests that these channels are complementary and, at
times, competitive with familiar on-shell measurements; moreover, they o↵er endless opportunities
for refinements and improvements.

I. INTRODUCTION

The precise measurement of the Higgs boson cou-
plings to other Standard Model (SM) particles is
an unquestionable priority in the future of particle
physics. These measurements are important probes
for our understanding of a relatively poorly mea-
sured sector of the SM; at the same time they o↵er
a window into heavy dynamics Beyond the Standard
Model (BSM). Indeed, it is well-known that the ex-
change of heavy states (with masses beyond the di-
rect collider reach) leaves imprints in low-energy ex-
periments, in a way that is systematically captured
by an E↵ective Field Theory (EFT).

There are a number of similar ways in which
one can parametrize modifications of Higgs cou-
plings (HC): via partial widths 2i = �h!ii/�SM

h!ii [1],
via Lagrangian couplings in the unitary gauge ghii [2,
3], via pseudo observables [4], or via the e↵ective field
theory L =

P
i ci Oi/⇤2, consisting of dimension-6

operators [3, 5]. In particular, the operators

Or = |H|2@µH†@µH Oy = Y |H|2 LH R

OBB = g0 2|H|2Bµ⌫B
µ⌫ OWW = g2|H|2W a

µ⌫W
aµ⌫

OGG = g2s |H|2Ga
µ⌫G

aµ⌫ O6 = |H|6 (1)

with Y the Yukawa for fermion  , can be put in
simple correspondence with the s, as they modify
single-Higgs processes without inducing other elec-
troweak symmetry breaking e↵ects.

The well-established method for testing HC is, of
course, to measure processes in which a Higgs boson
is produced on-shell.

In this letter we initiate a novel program to test
the very same Higgs couplings, o↵-shell and at high-
energy, via their contributions to the physics of lon-
gitudinally polarized gauge bosons. We will show

HC HwH Growth

t Oyt ⇠ E2

⇤2

� O6 ⇠ vE
⇤2

Z�

��

V

OWW

OBB

Or

⇠ E2

⇤2

g Ogg ⇠ E2

⇤2

TABLE I. Each e↵ect (left column) can be measured as an

on-shell Higgs Coupling (diagram in the HC column) or in a

high-energy process (diagram in the HwH column), where it

grows with energy as indicated in the last column.

that this program is potentially competitive with on-

shell measurements. Moreover—and perhaps equally
important—this program contains numerous avenues
for refinements and improvements: it can benefit
maximally from accumulated statistics, from im-
proved SM computations of di↵erential distributions,
from phenomenological analyses aimed at enhancing
the signal-over-background (see, for instance, [6–11]),
and from dedicated experimental analyses. Further-
more, given the complexity of the final states, we ex-
pect advanced machine learning techniques [12–14]
could drastically improve our simple cut and count
analysis. Additionally, in the context of a global pre-
cision program, the high-energy aspects that we dis-
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HwH(HL-LHC)

can be combined with Higgs Coupling

�yt ⇠ 0.1
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Precision and Direct Search

EFT(Precision)

EFT& Direct Search LHC

Higgs coupling 
SM cross section 
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Precision and Direct Search

EFT& Direct Search LHC

EFT(Precision)

Supersymmetry, Composite Higgs, 
Twin Higgs, Extra Dim…
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Direct BSM Search at LHC
Already many programs targeting various models

Loop-hole coverage improved!
compressed spectrum

+Long-lived, DM… 

[see day1 talks]
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Precision and Direct Search

EFT& Direct Search LHC

Surely explored light state? 
(can be long-lived)

EFT(Precision)

Heavy states outside of LHC reach



BSM light states

24
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Light state

• Also light state with small coupling<10-3  not well-tested 

Possible relation to  
various anomalies, DM, or portal to Hidden sector

LHC+many different experiments (B, K, v factories)  
have potential to probe the light state 
[complementary or competetive]

Axion-like particle

Muonic force, vector portal, Higgs portal…

• Even with weak-scale interaction 
an unexplored pseudo-NG boson (first signal?)
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Axion vs Axion-like Particle
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Figure 4: Limits on axions in the (ma, fa) plane for an axion with couplings to gluons and photons
given by equations (2.7) and (4.1). The black solid line is the standard QCD axion, with mass
given by equation (1.3). Parallel to this line from left to right are the lines for a

1

and a
2

(red)
in the SU(3) ⇥ SU(3) benchmark parameters described in the text, and a

2,3 and a
1

(blue) for the
SU(3)⇥SU(3)⇥SU(3) benchmark parameters. The solid segments on these lines indicate where they
could be realized as dark matter from the misalignment mechanism. The shaded regions show current
constraints, and the regions bounded by solid lines are sensitivities of future experiments (see text for
details).

bounds on models of heavy QCD axions including couplings to gluons as well as photons and other
SM particles.

Laboratory experiments: Laboratory experiments such as the haloscope ADMX constrains
the QCD axion in the region where it can be the dark matter. We show regions of parameter space
that can be covered by future experiments. The upgraded cavity experiment ADMX2 [77] will cover a
larger range of QCD axion masses with higher sensitivity. The CASPEr experiments [78–80] propose
using NMR techniques to measure time-varying EDMs induced by the axion, which will be sensitive for
low-mass axions. The ABRACADABRA [81] experiment can also cover the low mass axion parameter
space for axion-photon couplings. These experiments all rely on the axion being all of dark matter.
The upgraded light-shining-through-wall experiment ALPS II [82] will be sensitive to larger couplings
of axion-like particles with the photon.

We have included in figure 4 some dashed gray lines motivated by theoretical considerations.
The line in the upper right corner signals the invalidity of the e↵ective axion theory when ma &
4⇡fa. The reduced sensitivity to quality of the PQ symmetry through Planck suppressed higher

– 12 –

[P. Agrawal, K. Howe(‘17)]

Standard Axion 
Testable as DM

ALP

ma ' m⇡f⇡
fa
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Axion-like particle

• Not explored
• But many exp.

can be involved
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Motivations and Phenomenology for ALPs
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FIG. 1. A new scalar � is produced by gluon fusion and decays
into two photons. In our model, the e↵ective interactions are
from the chiral anomaly.

the combination of the parameters ⇤�/k� must be around
100 GeV. Since the scalar mass is m� ' 750GeV, it
is suggested that the dimensionless constant k� is much
larger than one. That is, we need some strong dynamics
to explain the reported diphoton excess. Alternatively,
we can consider a scenario in which � is produced by
quark anti-quark fusion via e.g., (1/⇤)qLqcRH�. How-
ever, basically the discussion is parallel and we need a
large e↵ective coupling k�/⇤� ⇠ (100 GeV)�1.

In this paper, motivated by the reported event excess,
we explore a possibility of a new QCD-like theory to ap-
pear at the TeV scale. The e↵ective theory after confine-
ment contains pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone (pNG) bosons
of an approximate chiral symmetry. We discuss LHC
phenomenology of these pNG bosons. The lightest pNG
boson is produced by gluon fusion and decays into a pair
of the SM gauge bosons as in Fig. 1, which explains the
reported excess. Importantly, despite the strong dynam-
ics, the production cross section and the decay widths
are determined by the ’t Hooft’s anomaly matching con-
dition like ⇡0 ! �� in the ordinary QCD. The excess
can be explained by the pNG boson with mass of around
750 GeV. Unlike most cases, the lightest pNG boson
produced by gluons has a photon-enriched signal as the
second dominant decay. As discussed in the technicolor
models [16, 17], the model also predicts exotic hadrons
such as color octet and triplet scalars and baryons some
of which are within the reach of the LHC experiment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion 2, we present a model with a new confining gauge
interaction. The masses of the pNG bosons and their ef-
fective interactions with the SM gauge bosons after con-
finement are analyzed. In section 3, we discuss collider
phenomenology of the lightest pNG boson and explain
the reported event excess. In section 4, phenomenology
of exotic hadrons such as color octet and triplet scalars
and baryons is described. We make some concluding re-
marks in section 5.

II. A NEW QCD

Let us consider an asymptotically free SU(N) gauge
theory with new Weyl fermions,  ,  ̄ (color triplets) and
�, �̄ (color singlets), which are (anti-)fundamental under
the SU(N). Their charge assignments are summarized
in Table I. The new fermions have vector-like masses,

L � �M   ̄ �M���̄ , (5)

SU(3)C SU(2)L U(1)Y SU(N)

 3 1 �1/3 N

� 1 1 1 N

 ̄ 3̄ 1 1/3 N̄

�̄ 1 1 �1 N̄

TABLE I. The charge assignments of the new fermions.

where M and M� are mass scales of around 100GeV.
When we neglect the SU(3)C and U(1)Y gauge couplings
and the mass scales M , M�, the theory has a global
SU(4)L ⇥ SU(4)R ⇥ U(1)B ⇥ U(1)A symmetry where
U(1)B is the baryon number symmetry and U(1)A is
anomalous under the SU(N) gauge interaction.

The considered SU(N) gauge theory is asymptotic free
and confines at low energies. As in the case of the ordi-
nary QCD, the new fermions condense,

h  ̄i ⇠ 4⇡p
N

f3
S 1, h��̄i ⇠ 4⇡p

N
f3
S , (6)

where fS is the decay constant and we have used naive
dimensional analysis (NDA) for counting the factors of 4⇡
and N (see e.g., Ref. [18, 19]). Then, the approximate
SU(4)L ⇥ SU(4)R global symmetry is broken down to
the diagonal subgroup SU(4)V , in which the SM SU(3)C
and U(1)Y gauge groups are embedded.2 Associated with
the chiral symmetry breaking, there are 15 pNG bosons
as light degrees of freedom and they behave under the
SU(3)C as 15 ! 8+3+3̄+1. In the following discussion,
we denote the SU(3)C octet, triplet and singlet pNG
bosons as �8, �3 and � respectively.

A. The masses of the pNG bosons

We now estimate the masses of the pNG bosons by
using chiral perturbation theory (for a review, see [23]).
The dependence on the mass parameters M , M� is de-
termined by group theory, while the squared masses of
the pNG bosons are also proportional to an undetermined
mass scale of order one in the unit of the dynamical scale
⇤S . Then, we estimate the squared mass of the singlet
pNG boson by scaling up the formula for the QCD pion

2 If we took M = M� = 0 and the hypercharges of the new
fermions as zero, the Lagrangian would be the same as that of the
Kim’s composite axion model [20]. The authors of Refs. [21, 22]
considered similar models where matter fermions have di↵erent
representations of the SM gauge groups. In their models, the
decays of the pNG bosons lead to WW,ZZ rich signals.

a

• production@LHC is gluon fusion, 
• decay to dijet or diphoton due to kinematics (ma<mZ)

• R-axion from low-scale SUSY 

• pNGB from composite Higgs
E.g. Bellazzini, Mariotti, Redigolo, Sala, Serra(1702.02152)

Kilic, Okui, Sundrum(‘09), Nakai, Sato, KT (’16) …

Barnard, Gherghetta, Ray(’13), Ferretti(’16)…

• New pion from TeV QCD’

• Heavy Axion/Visible Axion
Rubakov{‘97}, Fukuda, Harigaya, Ibe, Yanagida (’15), P. Agrawal, K. Howe(‘17)

Hierarchy problem

Simply new QCD

Strong CP problem
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FIG. 2: Shaded: constraints on the ALP parameter space
from existing collider searches at LEP [64] and the LHC [32,
43, 44, 46] (see text for our rescaling of the CMS dijet
bound [32]), and from the bound derived in this work us-
ing the data in [8–10]. Lines: our LHC sensitivities at 8 and
14 TeV.

the other LEP limits in [65–67] are not relevant for our
choice of the anomalies. The limit from the boosted di-
jet search of CMS [32] is the strongest one between 50
and 65 GeV, while above 65 GeV the ATLAS [43] and
CMS [46] diphoton searches take over.

The LHC has the potential to probe values of fa much
larger than 1 TeV, as shown by the sensitivities lines in
Fig. 2. The solid line is obtained from Eq. (6) combin-
ing both 8 TeV and 7 TeV data with the finer possible
binning. The dashed and dotted lines are the projected
sensitivities respectively at LHC14 and HL-LHC, from 8
TeV and 7 TeV data, based on Eq. (7). Notice that the
HL-LHC projection is stronger than the future ILC [68]
and FCC-ee [69] reaches. The latter is expected to probe
BR(Z ! � + jj) . 1 � 5 · 10�7, which correspond to
fa ⇠ 1� 3 TeV if O(1012) Z’s will be produced.

The relative importance of low-mass diphoton bounds
and sensitivities with respect to the other existing
searches is robust with respect to choosing di↵erent val-
ues of the anomalies c1,2,3, as long as c3 6= 0. For
c1,2 & 4c3, our conservative low-mass diphoton limit even
overcomes the dijet exclusions between 50 and 65 GeV,
while still doing largely better than LEP.

Other processes that could be relevant for an ALP
with couplings as in Eq. (1) and mass above 10 GeV,
like Z ! 3� at LEP (see e.g. [56, 70] for recent stud-
ies of this and other signatures), set limits that are too
weak to even appear on the parameter space presented
in Fig. 2. Analogously, the sensitivity of ALP searches in
heavy ion collisions estimated in [71] is sizeably weaker

than our conservative bounds. The obvious reason is the
generic suppression of the photon width compared to the
gluon one by (↵em/↵s)2. If Higgs decays to ALP pairs
were allowed by the UV charge assignments, then the
related constraints [72–74] would apply. Their relative
importance would be model dependent but in any case
they would typically not probe fa values beyond a TeV,
see [21] for more details.
As an exercise to conclude this section, we comment

on the ALP interpretation of the excesses recently re-
ported (both at 2.9� local) by CMS in diphoton [46] and
dijet [32] searches, at invariant masses of 95 and 115 GeV
respectively. The ALP parameters that would fit each of
them are

fa
c�

' 470 GeV

s
50 fb

�sign
��

, c3 . 2 · c� , (9)

for the 95 GeV �� excess, and

fa
c3

' 310 GeV

s
300 pb

�sign
gg

, c� . 0.8 · c3 , (10)

for the 115 GeV jj one. �sign
��,gg are the theoretical sig-

nal cross sections of the excesses, whose normalization is
chosen as follows. For the 95 GeV �� excess we use the
expected sensitivity at that mass as reported in Ref. [46],
for the 115 GeV jj we use the analogous sensitivity re-
ported in [32] for a Z 0, and rescale it to an ALP produced
in gluon fusion using Eq. (3). Dijet bounds [32] on the
95 GeV �� excess [46], and diphoton bounds [43] on the
115 GeV jj excess [32], give the second inequalities in
Eqs. (9) and (10) respectively.
Eqs. (9) and (10) allow to conclude that either of the

two excesses, if coming from an ALP, could be interpreted
in terms of reasonable values of fa and of the ABJ anoma-
lies. Such an ALP could be the first sign of a NP scale
not too far from a TeV, still allowing the rest of the new
states to be at MNP ⇠ 4⇡fa and hence out of the current
LHC reach.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Theoretical frameworks such as Supersymmetry and
Compositeness predict, on general grounds, the existence
of pNGBs (ALPs) with couplings of relevance for collid-
ers. Similar ALPs have also received much attention as
mediators of Dark Matter interactions with the SM. The
current experimental searches for these particles, how-
ever, still contain holes. In particular huge (> 104 pb)
gluon fusion cross sections at the LHC, for ALP masses
below 65 GeV, are allowed by all existing constraints.
In this paper, we used public data from inclusive dipho-

ton cross section measurements at the LHC [8–10] to put
a new bound on diphoton resonances between 10 and 65
GeV. We showed how this bound sets the by-far strongest
existing constraint on the parameter space of ALPs that

10MeV-100GeV ALP
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2

width into gluons dominates over the one into photons
unless a non-generic hierarchy of couplings is assumed,
therefore strongly suppressing the signals expected in the
existing strategies.

The dominant di-jet final states are much more di�cult
to distinguish from the SM background than diphotons.1

As a way to overcome this issue, we show that the large
production rate in pp collisions induced by the non-zero
gluon coupling can be exploited at LHCb, which already
has a low mass diphoton trigger designed to look for the
rare decay Bs ! ��. To substantiate this point, we use
80 pb�1 of public LHCb diphoton data [38] around theBs

mass to derive a limit of O(100) pb on the signal strength
of new diphoton resonances. This limit already consti-
tutes the strongest existing probe for ALPs in the mass
range between 4.9 and 6.3 GeV and motivates a dedi-
cated LHCb search for diphoton resonances in a broader
mass range. We estimate the sensitivity of such a search
and show that decay constants at around the TeV scale
are within reach of the high-luminosity phase of LHCb.
This extends the coverage of low-mass resonance searches
down to masses as low as 2 GeV and constitutes a new
probe of multi-TeV scale NP which could be di�cult to
produce directly at the LHC. A similar point was made
in Ref. [1] with ATLAS, CMS, and Tevatron diphoton
searches, that are however limited by trigger issues to
masses roughly above 10 GeV.

We finally discuss bounds on light resonances produced
from SM meson decays. We estimate the BABAR con-
straint on ⌥(1, 2, 3S) ! �a(jj) and assess the future
Belle-II sensitivity. This production channel currently
constitutes the best probe of ALPs below ⇠ 3 GeV.

II. RESULTS

We consider a spontaneously broken approximate U(1)
symmetry in the UV. Integrating out the new physics
sector at the scale MNP, we write down the e↵ective in-
teractions between the pNGBs and the SM

L
e↵

=
1

2
(@µa)

2 � 1

2
m2

aa
2 +

a

f

3X

i=1

ci
↵i

4⇡
Fi,µ⌫ F̃

µ⌫
i , (1)

where i runs over the hypercharge, weak and strong gauge
groups, F̃µ⌫

i = ✏µ⌫⇢�Fi,⇢�/2, ↵i = g2i /4⇡ and ↵
1

is GUT-
normalised (↵

1

= 5↵y/3). The constants ci are anomaly
coe�cients which depend on the number of degrees of
freedom chiral under the U(1) symmetry and carrying a
non-zero charge under the SM gauge group.2

1 As an example the LEP limit on BR(Z ! �a) is 1.7 · 10�5 from
36.9 pb�1 of data if a is a diphoton resonance [36] and 4.7 ·10�4

from 5.5 pb�1 of data if a is a dijet resonance [37].
2 If the SM fermions and the Higgs doublet are uncharged under
the U(1) symmetry, the couplings of the pNGB to them arise
only from loops of SM gauge bosons and can safely be neglected.
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FIG. 1: Limits (shaded regions) and sensitivities (colored
lines) on the ALP parameter space described in Eq. (1). The
bounds from Babar and LHCb are first derived here from
data in [31, 38], projections are given for Belle II and future
LHC stages. Details are given in Sec. IV. The other bounds
are derived from Z width measurements [29, 39], heavy ion
collisions [40, 41], Z ! �a(jj) decays at LEP I [30] and
diphoton cross section measurements at CDF (relevant only
for ma ' 10 GeV), CMS and ATLAS [1]. For the lat-
ter we also give sensitivities up to the HL stage as derived
in Ref. [1]. The thin dashed lines indicate theory bench-
marks motivated by heavy QCD axion models and by ALP-
portal Dark Matter described in Sec. III. New coloured and
EW states are expected to have masses of order g⇤f , where
g⇤ = 4⇡/

p
N

mess

= 4⇡/
p
2 ci.

In the NP sector, the strength of the interaction g⇤
generically limits the maximal number of degrees of free-
dom to be below ⇡ (4⇡)2/g2⇤. Therefore, a lower g⇤ allows
for large couplings of the ALP to the SM but at the same
time it lowers the scale of new physics MNP ' g⇤f .
For ma . MZ , we can write the ALP couplings to pho-

tons and gluons below EWSB using the same notation of
the QCD axion

L
e↵

� N↵
3

4⇡

a

f
Gµ⌫G̃

µ⌫ +
E↵

em

4⇡

a

f
Fµ⌫ F̃

µ⌫ , (2)

where we have

N = c
3

, E = c
2

+ 5c
1

/3 , ga�� =
↵
em

⇡f
E , (3)

where ga�� agrees with the standard formula for the QCD
axion after normalizing the decay constant with respect
to the QCD coupling f = 2Nf

PQ

. The relevant decay
widths of the pNGB are

��� =
↵2

em

E2

64⇡3

m3

a

f2

, �gg = Kgg
↵2

sN
2

8⇡3

m3

a

f2

, (4)
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Photoproduction of axion-like particles
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We explore the sensitivity of photon-beam experiments to axion-like particles (ALPs) with QCD-
scale masses whose dominant coupling to the Standard Model is either to photons or gluons. We
introduce a novel data-driven method that eliminates the need for knowledge of nuclear form factors
or the photon-beam flux when considering coherent Primako↵ production o↵ a nuclear target, and
show that data collected by the PrimEx experiment in 2004 could improve the sensitivity to ALPs
with 0.03 . ma . 0.3GeV by an order of magnitude. Furthermore, we explore the potential
sensitivity of running the GlueX experiment with a nuclear target and its planned PrimEx-like
calorimeter. For the case where the dominant coupling is to gluons, we study photoproduction for
the first time, and predict the future sensitivity of the GlueX experiment using its nominal proton
target. Finally, we set world-leading limits for both the ALP-gluon coupling and the ALP-photon
coupling based on public mass plots.

Axion-like particles (ALPs) are hypothetical pseu-
doscalars found in many proposed extensions to the
Standard Model (SM), since they naturally address the
Strong CP [1–4] and Hierarchy problems [5]. Further-
more, ALPs may explain the muon magnetic moment
anomaly [6, 7], and could connect SM particles to dark
matter by providing a portal [8–11]. The couplings of
ALPs to the SM are highly suppressed at low energies
by a large cut-o↵ scale ⇤; however, since ALPs, a, are
pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons, their mass (m

a

) can
be much smaller than the scale that controls their dy-
namics, i.e. m

a

⌧ ⇤ . Recently, ALPs with MeV-to-GeV
scale masses, henceforth QCD scale, have received con-
siderable interest [7, 12–23] (see, in addition, Refs.[24–28]
for recent ALP reviews).

In this Letter, we explore the discovery potential
of photon-beam experiments for ALPs with QCD-scale
masses. Specifically, we consider two cases: ALPs whose
dominant coupling to SM particles is to photons or to glu-
ons. For the former, the best sensitivity involves coherent
Primako↵ production o↵ a nuclear target (see Fig. 1 top).
While ALP production using the Primako↵ process has
been studied before [7, 29], our work is novel in three as-
pects: (i) we introduce a fully data-driven ALP normal-
ization method, which eliminates the need for knowledge
of nuclear form factors or the photon-beam flux; (ii) we
show that data collected by the PrimEx experiment at
Je↵erson Lab in 2004 using a Pb target could improve
the sensitivity to ALPs with 0.03 . m

a

. 0.3GeV by
an order of magnitude on ⇤, in fact, we are able to set
competitive limits from a diphoton mass plot published
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FIG. 1: (top) Primako↵ production via t-channel photon
exchange, and (bottom) photoproduction via photon–vector-
meson mixing and t-channel vector-meson exchange.

in Ref. [30] from a single angular bin; and (iii) we explore
for the first time the potential sensitivity of running the
GlueX experiment at Je↵erson Lab with a nuclear target
and its planned PrimEx-like calorimeter. For the case
where the dominant SM coupling of ALPs is to gluons,
we extend our work in Ref. [31] and study photoproduc-
tion for the first time. The dominant photoproduction
mechanism is photon–vector-meson mixing and t-channel
vector-meson exchange (see Fig. 1 bottom). We obtain
the future sensitivity of the GlueX experiment using its
nominal proton target, and set world-leading limits based
on a public mass plot.
The e↵ective Lagrangian describing the interactions of

ALPs with photons and gluons is

Le↵ � c

�

4⇤
aF

µ⌫

F̃

µ⌫

� 4⇡↵
s

c

g

⇤
aG

µ⌫

G̃

µ⌫

, (1)

where F
µ⌫

(G
µ⌫

) is the photon (gluon) field strength ten-
sor with F̃

µ⌫

= 1
2✏µ⌫↵�F

↵� (G̃
µ⌫

satisfies a similar ex-
pression). Our approach to studying ALP-hadron in-
teractions follows Refs. [32–34], and we take the ALP-
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Hints for BSM

• Neutrino Mass
• Dark Matter
• Baryon Asymmetry
• Dark Energy
• Inflation

Evidence

Anomaly
• Higgs Mass (mh≪Λ)
• Strong CP • Muon g-2 (3.5σ) 

• B anomalies,  RD(*), RK
• H0 tension (4+σ)
• Short baseline neutrino
• Proton radius, 21cm….

Puzzle
• SM vacuum stability? 
• Why 3 gen. w/ hierarchy
• Why …
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Muon g-2

Magnetic moment(g-factor)

Fermilab g-2 experiment 
already more data than BNL 
>>new result would appear soon 

Anomalous part

~3.5σ

Precise measurement & Precise calculation 
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Muon g-2 and BSM
Effective operator

��aµ
e

4mµ
µ̄L�

↵�F↵�µR + h.c.
<latexit sha1_base64="Xl39dWAnH0pxrrjy6EgOLisjaKA=">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</latexit>

★dimensional analysis for BSM

⇠ ↵Xf
loop

4⇡

e

4mµ
µ̄L�

↵�F↵�µR
<latexit sha1_base64="YBubN9FNVzRp675W9ylZVXkEpL0=">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</latexit>

X
● ●

↵Xf
loop

4⇡
' ↵X

4⇡
min

"
1,

m2

µ

m2

X

#
! 10�9

<latexit sha1_base64="+M/+tD/nGUtv26Ll/5O7YPRnAFc=">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</latexit>

↵X ⇠ ↵em
<latexit sha1_base64="OLNFUv9CQL33AqFKq4E8MlA6eW8=">AAACAHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerChZvBIrgqiQq6LLpxWcFeoAnhZDpph84kYWYilJCNr+LGhSJufQx3vo3TNgtt/WHg4z/ncOb8YcqZ0o7zbVVWVtfWN6qbta3tnd09e/+go5JMEtomCU9kLwRFOYtpWzPNaS+VFETIaTcc307r3UcqFUviBz1JqS9gGLOIEdDGCuwjD3g6gqDnKSZKzqkoArvuNJyZ8DK4JdRRqVZgf3mDhGSCxppwUKrvOqn2c5CaEU6LmpcpmgIZw5D2DcYgqPLz2QEFPjXOAEeJNC/WeOb+nshBKDURoekUoEdqsTY1/6v1Mx1d+zmL00zTmMwXRRnHOsHTNPCASUo0nxgAIpn5KyYjkEC0yaxmQnAXT16GznnDvWi495f15k0ZRxUdoxN0hlx0hZroDrVQGxFUoGf0it6sJ+vFerc+5q0Vq5w5RH9kff4ATvSW3Q==</latexit>

mX . mµ
<latexit sha1_base64="xyKUbFbxRwsU6Fdp29o+N+zW5Ec=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXqkcvi0XwVBIV9Fj04rGC/YA2hM120i7d3YTdjVJif4oXD4p49Zd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpZxp43nfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7fvVg5aOskUhSZNeKI6EdHAmYSmYYZDJ1VARMShHY1upn77AZRmibw34xQCQQaSxYwSY6XQrYiw0+OgtWYCi7AnstCtejVvBrxM/IJUUYFG6H71+gnNBEhDOdG663upCXKiDKMcJuVepiEldEQG0LVUEgE6yGenT/CJVfo4TpQtafBM/T2RE6H1WES2UxAz1IveVPzP62YmvgpyJtPMgKTzRXHGsUnwNAfcZwqo4WNLCFXM3orpkChCjU2rbEPwF19eJq2zmn9e8+8uqvXrIo4SOkLH6BT56BLV0S1qoCai6BE9o1f05jw5L8678zFvXXGKmUP0B87nD0hLlAI=</latexit>

mX ⇠ 100GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="ajMMFCycGpelU41nfUMA5pMAlIo=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetXrEcvi0XwVBIV9Fj0oMcK9gOaEDbbabt0dxN2N2IJ/StePCji1T/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZenHKmjed9Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t6+e1Bp6SRTFJo04YnqxEQDZxKahhkOnVQBETGHdjy6mfrtR1CaJfLBjFMIBRlI1meUGCtFbkVEnUAzgX3PC5TAt9CK3KpX82bAy8QvSBUVaETuV9BLaCZAGsqJ1l3fS02YE2UY5TApB5mGlNARGUDXUkkE6DCf3T7BJ1bp4X6ibEmDZ+rviZwIrccitp2CmKFe9Kbif143M/2rMGcyzQxIOl/Uzzg2CZ4GgXtMATV8bAmhitlbMR0SRaixcZVtCP7iy8ukdVbzz2v+/UW1fl3EUUJH6BidIh9dojq6Qw3URBQ9oWf0it6cifPivDsf89YVp5g5RH/gfP4ALCyTOQ==</latexit>

SUSY, etc

↵X ⇠ 10�8
<latexit sha1_base64="svXXozB/L8+YEN926YFq1UnVqrw=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCG0uigl0W3bisYB/QxHAznbRDZ5IwMxFqKP6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3Th8LbT1w4XDOvdx7T5hyprTjfFuFpeWV1bXiemljc2t7x97da6okk4Q2SMIT2Q5BUc5i2tBMc9pOJQURctoKB9djv/VApWJJfKeHKfUF9GIWMQLaSIF94AFP+xC0PcUEdp37/LQ6CuyyU3EmwIvEnZEymqEe2F9eNyGZoLEmHJTquE6q/RykZoTTUcnLFE2BDKBHO4bGIKjy88n1I3xslC6OEmkq1nii/p7IQSg1FKHpFKD7at4bi/95nUxHVT9ncZppGpPpoijjWCd4HAXuMkmJ5kNDgEhmbsWkDxKINoGVTAju/MuLpHlWcc8r7u1FuXY1i6OIDtEROkEuukQ1dIPqqIEIekTP6BW9WU/Wi/VufUxbC9ZsZh/9gfX5A0HIlHA=</latexit>

Size of anomaly

(gX ⇠ 4⇥ 10�4)
<latexit sha1_base64="c8Ati+Fx2H5HZR2TRUIZAolTR8M=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1iEurAkWtBl0Y3LCvYBTQyT6aQdOjMJMxOhhOLGX3HjQhG3foU7/8Zpm4W2HrhwOOde7r0nTBhV2nG+rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1j7+61VJxKTJo4ZrHshEgRRgVpaqoZ6SSSIB4y0g6H1xO//UCkorG406OE+Bz1BY0oRtpIgX1Q6QcdT1EOa56mnCjoOvfZaW18Ethlp+pMAReJm5MyyNEI7C+vF+OUE6ExQ0p1XSfRfoakppiRcclLFUkQHqI+6RoqkNnmZ9MXxvDYKD0YxdKU0HCq/p7IEFdqxEPTyZEeqHlvIv7ndVMdXfoZFUmqicCzRVHKoI7hJA/Yo5JgzUaGICypuRXiAZIIa5NayYTgzr+8SFpnVfe86t7WyvWrPI4iOARHoAJccAHq4AY0QBNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi1Fqx8Zh/8gfX5A9UglcY=</latexit>

*Two-loop (Barr-Zee) is relevant for ↵X ⇠ ↵em
<latexit sha1_base64="OLNFUv9CQL33AqFKq4E8MlA6eW8=">AAACAHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerChZvBIrgqiQq6LLpxWcFeoAnhZDpph84kYWYilJCNr+LGhSJufQx3vo3TNgtt/WHg4z/ncOb8YcqZ0o7zbVVWVtfWN6qbta3tnd09e/+go5JMEtomCU9kLwRFOYtpWzPNaS+VFETIaTcc307r3UcqFUviBz1JqS9gGLOIEdDGCuwjD3g6gqDnKSZKzqkoArvuNJyZ8DK4JdRRqVZgf3mDhGSCxppwUKrvOqn2c5CaEU6LmpcpmgIZw5D2DcYgqPLz2QEFPjXOAEeJNC/WeOb+nshBKDURoekUoEdqsTY1/6v1Mx1d+zmL00zTmMwXRRnHOsHTNPCASUo0nxgAIpn5KyYjkEC0yaxmQnAXT16GznnDvWi495f15k0ZRxUdoxN0hlx0hZroDrVQGxFUoGf0it6sJ+vFerc+5q0Vq5w5RH9kff4ATvSW3Q==</latexit>
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Light Muonic Force

g-2 sign ✓: Vector, Scalar

● ●
X

✘: Axial-vector, pseudo-Scalar*

gV µ̄�µV
µµ

<latexit sha1_base64="Id03T9JAsVoEOZqhPcyW4tb4Qj0=">AAACB3icbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh4FCRbBU9lVQY9FLx4r2G2hW5fZNN2GJtklyQql9ObFv+LFgyJe/Qve/Dem7R609cGEx3szTOZFKWfauO63U1haXlldK66XNja3tnfKu3u+TjJFaIMkPFGtCDTlTNKGYYbTVqooiIjTZjS4nvjNB6o0S+SdGaa0IyCWrMcIGCuF5cM49IMIVCCyIAYhILQM+/eT11ZYrrhVdwq8SLycVFCOelj+CroJyQSVhnDQuu25qemMQBlGOB2XgkzTFMgAYtq2VIKgujOa3jHGx1bp4l6ibEmDp+rviREIrYcisp0CTF/PexPxP6+dmd5lZ8RkmhkqyWxRL+PYJHgSCu4yRYnhQ0uAKGb/ikkfFBBjoyvZELz5kxeJf1r1zqre7XmldpXHUUQH6AidIA9doBq6QXXUQAQ9omf0it6cJ+fFeXc+Zq0FJ5/ZR3/gfP4As8uZMQ==</latexit>

y��µ̄µ
<latexit sha1_base64="jlEhPnJl4fJMWfpByhkDXOmvXdY=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXHlZrAIrkqigi6LblxWsA9oQphMp+3QmSTMTIQQCv6KGxeKuPU73Pk3TtostPUwczmccy9z54QJZ0o7zrdVWVldW9+obta2tnd29+z9g46KU0lom8Q8lr0QK8pZRNuaaU57iaRYhJx2w8lt4XcfqVQsjh50llBf4FHEhoxgbaTAPsoCLxkzVBQvxNITqTmBXXcazgxombglqUOJVmB/eYOYpIJGmnCsVN91Eu3nWGpGOJ3WvFTRBJMJHtG+oREWVPn5bP0pOjXKAA1jaW6k0Uz9PZFjoVQmQtMpsB6rRa8Q//P6qR5e+zmLklTTiMwfGqYc6RgVWaABk5RonhmCiWRmV0TGWGKiTWI1E4K7+OVl0jlvuBcN9/6y3rwp46jCMZzAGbhwBU24gxa0gUAOz/AKb9aT9WK9Wx/z1opVzhzCH1ifP15tlb8=</latexit>

Gauging Lepton(L) or Baryon(B) number
Simple extension of SM

Anomaly free combination

…B � L, B � 3Lµ, Lµ � Le, L⌧ � Le, Lµ � L⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="Qrc2+MBIfZ7FNhtI2oGRVU3NMo8=">AAACNHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAgubJmxgi5L3Qh2UcE+oDMMmTRtQ5OZMQ+hlH6UGz/EjQguFHHrN5i2I9TWA4Fzz7mXm3vChFGpHOfVWlpeWV1bz2xkN7e2d3btvf26jLXApIZjFotmiCRhNCI1RRUjzUQQxENGGmH/auw3HoiQNI7u1CAhPkfdiHYoRspIgX1TzldOoXevURuW88VK4HH9W0+KfCUgM4JC8wrXMD81AjvnFJwJ4CJxU5IDKaqB/ey1Y6w5iRRmSMqW6yTKHyKhKGZklPW0JAnCfdQlLUMjxIn0h5OjR/DYKG3YiYV5kYITdXZiiLiUAx6aTo5UT857Y/E/r6VV59If0ijRikR4uqijGVQxHCcI21QQrNjAEIQFNX+FuIcEwsrknDUhuPMnL5L6WcEtFtzb81ypnMaRAYfgCJwAF1yAErgGVVADGDyCF/AOPqwn6836tL6mrUtWOnMA/sD6/gGsT6fp</latexit>

V can be mediator of sub-GeV DM 
1901.02010,1812.03829, 
1804.03144, 1801.10448, … 

↵X ⇠ 10�8
<latexit sha1_base64="svXXozB/L8+YEN926YFq1UnVqrw=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCG0uigl0W3bisYB/QxHAznbRDZ5IwMxFqKP6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3Th8LbT1w4XDOvdx7T5hyprTjfFuFpeWV1bXiemljc2t7x97da6okk4Q2SMIT2Q5BUc5i2tBMc9pOJQURctoKB9djv/VApWJJfKeHKfUF9GIWMQLaSIF94AFP+xC0PcUEdp37/LQ6CuyyU3EmwIvEnZEymqEe2F9eNyGZoLEmHJTquE6q/RykZoTTUcnLFE2BDKBHO4bGIKjy88n1I3xslC6OEmkq1nii/p7IQSg1FKHpFKD7at4bi/95nUxHVT9ncZppGpPpoijjWCd4HAXuMkmJ5kNDgEhmbsWkDxKINoGVTAju/MuLpHlWcc8r7u1FuXY1i6OIDtEROkEuukQ1dIPqqIEIekTP6BW9WU/Wi/VufUxbC9ZsZh/9gfX5A0HIlHA=</latexit>
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m<2mµ

[M. Bauer, P. Foldenauer, J. Jaeckel (’19)]

Light Muonic Force

↵X ⇠ 10�8
<latexit sha1_base64="svXXozB/L8+YEN926YFq1UnVqrw=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCG0uigl0W3bisYB/QxHAznbRDZ5IwMxFqKP6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3Th8LbT1w4XDOvdx7T5hyprTjfFuFpeWV1bXiemljc2t7x97da6okk4Q2SMIT2Q5BUc5i2tBMc9pOJQURctoKB9djv/VApWJJfKeHKfUF9GIWMQLaSIF94AFP+xC0PcUEdp37/LQ6CuyyU3EmwIvEnZEymqEe2F9eNyGZoLEmHJTquE6q/RykZoTTUcnLFE2BDKBHO4bGIKjy88n1I3xslC6OEmkq1nii/p7IQSg1FKHpFKD7at4bi/95nUxHVT9ncZppGpPpoijjWCd4HAXuMkmJ5kNDgEhmbsWkDxKINoGVTAju/MuLpHlWcc8r7u1FuXY1i6OIDtEROkEuukQ1dIPqqIEIekTP6BW9WU/Wi/VufUxbC9ZsZh/9gfX5A0HIlHA=</latexit>

(gX ⇠ 4⇥ 10�4)
<latexit sha1_base64="c8Ati+Fx2H5HZR2TRUIZAolTR8M=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1iEurAkWtBl0Y3LCvYBTQyT6aQdOjMJMxOhhOLGX3HjQhG3foU7/8Zpm4W2HrhwOOde7r0nTBhV2nG+rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1j7+61VJxKTJo4ZrHshEgRRgVpaqoZ6SSSIB4y0g6H1xO//UCkorG406OE+Bz1BY0oRtpIgX1Q6QcdT1EOa56mnCjoOvfZaW18Ethlp+pMAReJm5MyyNEI7C+vF+OUE6ExQ0p1XSfRfoakppiRcclLFUkQHqI+6RoqkNnmZ9MXxvDYKD0YxdKU0HCq/p7IEFdqxEPTyZEeqHlvIv7ndVMdXfoZFUmqicCzRVHKoI7hJA/Yo5JgzUaGICypuRXiAZIIa5NayYTgzr+8SFpnVfe86t7WyvWrPI4iOARHoAJccAHq4AY0QBNg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi1Fqx8Zh/8gfX5A9UglcY=</latexit>

Test by NA62, Belle II, ATLAS, DUNE, etc.
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Muonic Force at NA62

! ⌫̄ ⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="7ZobXXP2fGn0+WwZFLFi7Vcq/l4=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf0S7dDBbBhZTECrosunFZwT6gCWUynbRDJ5MwMxFCqL/ixoUibv0Qd/6N0zYLbT0wzOGce7n3niDhTGnH+bZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+gX141FFxKgltk5jHshdgRTkTtK2Z5rSXSIqjgNNuMLmd+d1HKhWLxYPOEupHeCRYyAjWRhrYVU/HyAuw9ESKvHOEzD+wa07dmQOtErcgNSjQGthf3jAmaUSFJhwr1XedRPs5lpoRTqcVL1U0wWSCR7RvqMARVX4+X36KTo0yRGEszRMazdXfHTmOlMqiwFRGWI/VsjcT//P6qQ6v/ZyJJNVUkMWgMOXIHDxLAg2ZpETzzBBMJDO7IjLGEhNt8qqYENzlk1dJ56LuNuru/WWteVPEUYZjOIEzcOEKmnAHLWgDgQye4RXerCfrxXq3PhalJavoqcIfWJ8/GVOTwg==</latexit>

Br(K+ ! µ+⌫) = 60%
<latexit sha1_base64="s7lAUl+jRLm7gwT+OPKHV1+RCC4=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZeCBEuhIpQZFXUjlLoR3FSwD+iMJZOmbWiSGZKMUIbu3Pgrblwo4tZfcOffmLaz0NYDgcM593JzThAxqrTjfFuZhcWl5ZXsam5tfWNzy97eqaswlpjUcMhC2QyQIowKUtNUM9KMJEE8YKQRDK7GfuOBSEVDcaeHEfE56gnapRhpI7Xt/cSTHFbkqHhzf+TpEHo8NkTEh5dnjldo23mn5EwA54mbkjxIUW3bX14nxDEnQmOGlGq5TqT9BElNMSOjnBcrEiE8QD3SMlQgTpSfTHKMYMEoHdgNpXlCw4n6eyNBXKkhD8wkR7qvZr2x+J/XinX3wk+oiGJNBJ4e6sYMmrzjUmCHSoI1GxqCsKTmrxD3kURYm+pypgR3NvI8qR+X3JOSe3uaL1fSOrJgDxyAInDBOSiDa1AFNYDBI3gGr+DNerJerHfrYzqasdKdXfAH1ucPKTyXjw==</latexit>

⇥
⇣↵V

⇡
⇠ 10�8

⌘

<latexit sha1_base64="z0QPqggAQ69DL2uEoQ5Nk5o05/4=">AAACHXicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqEcvjUGIB8OMBswx6MVjBLNAOoaeTk/SpGehu0YIw/yIF3/FiwdFPHgR/8bOctDEBwWP96qoqufFUmhwnG8rt7K6tr6R3yxsbe/s7tn7B00dJYrxBotkpNoe1VyKkDdAgOTtWHEaeJK3vNH1xG89cKVFFN7BOObdgA5C4QtGwUg9u0JABFxjIrkPJeIrylJCZTykvWaWklhkRIsAu859elbNiBKDIZz27KJTdqbAy8SdkyKao96zP0k/YknAQ2CSat1xnRi6KVUgmORZgSSax5SN6IB3DA2pOambTr/L8IlR+tiPlKkQ8FT9PZHSQOtx4JnOgMJQL3oT8T+vk4Bf7aYijBPgIZst8hOJIcKTqHBfKM5Ajg2hTAlzK2ZDahICE2jBhOAuvrxMmudl96Ls3laKtat5HHl0hI5RCbnoEtXQDaqjBmLoET2jV/RmPVkv1rv1MWvNWfOZQ/QH1tcPpByiOw==</latexit>

Br(K+ ! µ⌫V ) ' O(1)⇥ 10�8
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NA62 could cover 
parameter space!

• Binned likelihood analysis 
A=0.3,  BG reduced by 2

If X decays invisibly, we find that, with a dedicated
single muon trigger, NA62 could have unprecedented
sensitivity to K → μνXðX → invisibleÞ processes. Such a
search could probe nearly all the remaining parameter
space in which muonic forces reconcile the ðg − 2Þμ
anomaly. If the invisible particles are DM, this also enables
X-mediated thermal freeze-out [11]; if, instead, these
particles are neutrinos, this same parameter space can ease
the ∼3.5σ tension in Hubble constant measurements [23].
If X decays to muons, we find that an NA62 dimuon

resonance search in K → μνXðX → μþμ−Þ processes could
greatly improve the coverage for both scalar and vector
forces, thereby covering nearly all of the ðg − 2Þμ favored
region for mK −mμ > mX > 2mμ. The irreducible back-
ground for this search arises from K → 3μν decays which
have never been observed before; intriguingly, we find that
NA62 can also measure this process in existing data.
Vector forces.—Gauged Lμ − Lτ: A vector V

gauging a spontaneously broken Lμ − Lτ symmetry is a
minimal candidate to explain the ðg − 2Þμ anomaly. The
Lagrangian contains

L ⊃
m2

V

2
VμVμ þ VμðgVJμV þ ϵeJμEMÞ; ð1Þ

where gV is the gauge coupling, mV is the mass, and JμV is
the Lμ − Lτ current [24]. Loops of taus and muons induce
kinetic mixing with the photon ϵ ≃ gV=67, which also
couples V to the electromagnetic (EM) current JμEM in
Eq. (1). The widths for V → ff̄ are

ΓV→ff̄ ¼ αVmV

3

!
1þ

2m2
μ

m2
V

" ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1 −
4m2

μ

m2
V

s

; ð2Þ

where f ¼ μ, τ and αV ≡ g2V=4π, and the width to neutrino
flavor νf is ΓV→νf ν̄f ¼ αVmV=6. Decays through the EM
current are suppressed by additional factors of ϵ2α=αV , so
we neglect these here. In all of the parameter space we
consider here, V decays promptly within the 65 m decay
region of NA62.
Although we require mV ≳ 1 MeV to avoid tension with

cosmology [25], for mV∼ few MeV, V → νν̄ decays after
neutrino decoupling increase the effective number of
neutrino species by ΔNeff ∼ 0.2–0.5, which can ameliorate
the tension in Hubble rate measurements [23]; lighter
masses are disfavored [26,27].
As shown in Fig. 1 (left), the NA62 K → μνX reach with

X decaying invisibly could cover a large portion of the
parameter space, far beyond the reach of present experi-
ments. Conversely, the K → μνX search with X → μμ is
competitive with BABAR. The detailed study and the
experimental challenges of the invisible and dimuon
analyses are described in the two parts of the section on
rare kaon decays at NA62, respectively.
Adding Lμ − Lτ charged dark matter: If DM couples to

V, V → DM decays can significantly change the V branch-
ing fraction above the dimuon threshold; below this
boundary, V always decays invisibly (either to neutrinos
or DM). Here we add a DM candidate χðmV > 2mχÞ

FIG. 1. Left: Parameter space for an Lμ − Lτ SM extension from the vector forces section. The light green band is the 2σ region
accommodating the ðg − 2Þμ anomaly, while the green vertical region increases ΔNeff ¼ 0.2–0.5, ameliorating the H0 tension [23]. We
show projections for an NA62 search for Kþ → μþνμV followed by a prompt invisible V → νν̄ decay (red curve) or a prompt visible
V → μþμ− decay (blue curve). Both sensitivities assume the full NA62 luminosity to be recorded by the single muon and dimuon
trigger, respectively, and systematic errors comparable to the statistical uncertainty (see the section on rare kaon decays at NA62 and the
Supplemental Material [28] which contains Refs. [12,18,29–34] for details). We also show bounds from BABAR 4μ, [35], ðg − 2Þμ, and
CHARM-II ν [36,37]; the dashed curve is the CCFR bound [38]. The dashed Borexino bound [19,39,40] assumes the mixing from SM
loops. Right: Same as left, only the V decays to dark matter χ, with BRðV → χχÞ ≃ 1; the purple bands yield the observed DM
abundance via freeze-out.
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The LHC copiously produces muons via di↵erent processes, and the muon sample will be large
at the high-luminosity LHC (HL-LHC). In this work we propose to leverage this large muon sample
and utilize the HL-LHC as a muon fixed-target experiment, with the ATLAS calorimeter as the
target. We consider a novel analysis for the ATLAS detector, which takes advantage of the two
independent muon momentum measurements by the inner detector and the muon system. We show
that a comparison of the two measurements, before and after the calorimeters, can probe new force
carriers that are coupled to muons and escape detection. The proposed analysis, based on muon
samples from W and Z decays only, has a comparable reach to other proposals. In particular, it
can explore the part of parameter-space that could explain the muon g � 2 anomaly.

Introduction

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics has been
successful in describing the known elementary particles
and their interactions and is directly tested by experi-
ments up to the TeV scale. Nevertheless, the SM is not
a complete description of Nature, and should be aug-
mented by new physics (NP) degrees of freedom which
account for neutrino oscillations, dark matter (DM), and
the matter/anti-matter asymmetry of the Universe.

One possible manifestation of NP are new particles
with masses in the MeV–to–GeV range and suppressed
couplings to the SM. Such new particles could be part
or all of DM, or act as mediators to a dark sector.
Muonic Force Carrier (MFC) mediators, X, are partic-
ularly interesting. These mediators have flavor-specific
couplings [1–4], couple to the SM only through muons
and may decay predominantly to DM. MFCs poten-
tially explain inconsistencies in low-energy observations
such as the anomalous magnetic dipole moment of the
muon [5, 6], and the possible anomaly in the measure-
ment of the proton radius in muonic hydrogen [7, 8].

Existing constraints on the existence of dark sector
mediators are predominantly derived from beam-dump,
fixed-target, or collider experiments [9–11]. The con-
straints are weaker for models where the mediator cou-
plings to electrons or protons are suppressed. Specifically,
MFC mediators are only weakly constrained [2]. Models
where m

X

> 2m

µ

and X dominantly decays back to
µ

+
µ

� are constrained by the BaBar analysis [12]. Data
from rare B decays also constrain MFC mediators [13],
but with larger model dependency.

Recent studies suggest that MFCs could be searched
for in muon-fixed-target experiments [2, 14, 15], in kaon
decays at the NA62 experiment [16] or in Belle II [17].
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X

<latexit sha1_base64="hf6hOeTjseL13iz+i/MO/ptaY5E=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2R2UK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AtbmM3A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hf6hOeTjseL13iz+i/MO/ptaY5E=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2R2UK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AtbmM3A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hf6hOeTjseL13iz+i/MO/ptaY5E=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2R2UK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AtbmM3A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hf6hOeTjseL13iz+i/MO/ptaY5E=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip2R2UK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AtbmM3A==</latexit>

MS
<latexit sha1_base64="1QQ0JUIL3qWUrYfsvEaJIOCHEYc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFy9CRPOAZAmzk9lkzDyWmVkhLPkHLx4U8er/ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKOHMWN//9gorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaVSqCW0QxZVuR9hQziRtWGY5bSeaYhFx2opG11O/9US1YUo+2HFCQ4EHksWMYOukZlcLdHvfK1f8qj8DWiZBTiqQo94rf3X7iqSCSks4NqYT+IkNM6wtI5xOSt3U0ASTER7QjqMSC2rCbHbtBJ04pY9ipV1Ji2bq74kMC2PGInKdAtuhWfSm4n9eJ7XxZZgxmaSWSjJfFKccWYWmr6M+05RYPnYEE83crYgMscbEuoBKLoRg8eVl0jyrBn41uDuv1K7yOIpwBMdwCgFcQA1uoA4NIPAIz/AKb57yXrx372PeWvDymUP4A+/zB+7ijrE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1QQ0JUIL3qWUrYfsvEaJIOCHEYc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFy9CRPOAZAmzk9lkzDyWmVkhLPkHLx4U8er/ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKOHMWN//9gorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaVSqCW0QxZVuR9hQziRtWGY5bSeaYhFx2opG11O/9US1YUo+2HFCQ4EHksWMYOukZlcLdHvfK1f8qj8DWiZBTiqQo94rf3X7iqSCSks4NqYT+IkNM6wtI5xOSt3U0ASTER7QjqMSC2rCbHbtBJ04pY9ipV1Ji2bq74kMC2PGInKdAtuhWfSm4n9eJ7XxZZgxmaSWSjJfFKccWYWmr6M+05RYPnYEE83crYgMscbEuoBKLoRg8eVl0jyrBn41uDuv1K7yOIpwBMdwCgFcQA1uoA4NIPAIz/AKb57yXrx372PeWvDymUP4A+/zB+7ijrE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1QQ0JUIL3qWUrYfsvEaJIOCHEYc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFy9CRPOAZAmzk9lkzDyWmVkhLPkHLx4U8er/ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKOHMWN//9gorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaVSqCW0QxZVuR9hQziRtWGY5bSeaYhFx2opG11O/9US1YUo+2HFCQ4EHksWMYOukZlcLdHvfK1f8qj8DWiZBTiqQo94rf3X7iqSCSks4NqYT+IkNM6wtI5xOSt3U0ASTER7QjqMSC2rCbHbtBJ04pY9ipV1Ji2bq74kMC2PGInKdAtuhWfSm4n9eJ7XxZZgxmaSWSjJfFKccWYWmr6M+05RYPnYEE83crYgMscbEuoBKLoRg8eVl0jyrBn41uDuv1K7yOIpwBMdwCgFcQA1uoA4NIPAIz/AKb57yXrx372PeWvDymUP4A+/zB+7ijrE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1QQ0JUIL3qWUrYfsvEaJIOCHEYc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFy9CRPOAZAmzk9lkzDyWmVkhLPkHLx4U8er/ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKOHMWN//9gorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaVSqCW0QxZVuR9hQziRtWGY5bSeaYhFx2opG11O/9US1YUo+2HFCQ4EHksWMYOukZlcLdHvfK1f8qj8DWiZBTiqQo94rf3X7iqSCSks4NqYT+IkNM6wtI5xOSt3U0ASTER7QjqMSC2rCbHbtBJ04pY9ipV1Ji2bq74kMC2PGInKdAtuhWfSm4n9eJ7XxZZgxmaSWSjJfFKccWYWmr6M+05RYPnYEE83crYgMscbEuoBKLoRg8eVl0jyrBn41uDuv1K7yOIpwBMdwCgFcQA1uoA4NIPAIz/AKb57yXrx372PeWvDymUP4A+/zB+7ijrE=</latexit>

ID
<latexit sha1_base64="Cmf7diFTh0zSBnIMlPGy1QcvQ00=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegHvQWwTwgWcLsZDYZM49lZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSjgz1ve/vcLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9oGpVqQhtEcaXbETaUM0kblllO24mmWESctqLR9dRvPVFtmJIPdpzQUOCBZDEj2Dqp2dUC3d30yhW/6s+AlkmQkwrkqPfKX92+Iqmg0hKOjekEfmLDDGvLCKeTUjc1NMFkhAe046jEgpowm107QSdO6aNYaVfSopn6eyLDwpixiFynwHZoFr2p+J/XSW18GWZMJqmlkswXxSlHVqHp66jPNCWWjx3BRDN3KyJDrDGxLqCSCyFYfHmZNM+qgV8N7s8rtas8jiIcwTGcQgAXUINbqEMDCDzCM7zCm6e8F+/d+5i3Frx85hD+wPv8AdISjp4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Cmf7diFTh0zSBnIMlPGy1QcvQ00=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegHvQWwTwgWcLsZDYZM49lZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSjgz1ve/vcLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9oGpVqQhtEcaXbETaUM0kblllO24mmWESctqLR9dRvPVFtmJIPdpzQUOCBZDEj2Dqp2dUC3d30yhW/6s+AlkmQkwrkqPfKX92+Iqmg0hKOjekEfmLDDGvLCKeTUjc1NMFkhAe046jEgpowm107QSdO6aNYaVfSopn6eyLDwpixiFynwHZoFr2p+J/XSW18GWZMJqmlkswXxSlHVqHp66jPNCWWjx3BRDN3KyJDrDGxLqCSCyFYfHmZNM+qgV8N7s8rtas8jiIcwTGcQgAXUINbqEMDCDzCM7zCm6e8F+/d+5i3Frx85hD+wPv8AdISjp4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Cmf7diFTh0zSBnIMlPGy1QcvQ00=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegHvQWwTwgWcLsZDYZM49lZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSjgz1ve/vcLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9oGpVqQhtEcaXbETaUM0kblllO24mmWESctqLR9dRvPVFtmJIPdpzQUOCBZDEj2Dqp2dUC3d30yhW/6s+AlkmQkwrkqPfKX92+Iqmg0hKOjekEfmLDDGvLCKeTUjc1NMFkhAe046jEgpowm107QSdO6aNYaVfSopn6eyLDwpixiFynwHZoFr2p+J/XSW18GWZMJqmlkswXxSlHVqHp66jPNCWWjx3BRDN3KyJDrDGxLqCSCyFYfHmZNM+qgV8N7s8rtas8jiIcwTGcQgAXUINbqEMDCDzCM7zCm6e8F+/d+5i3Frx85hD+wPv8AdISjp4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Cmf7diFTh0zSBnIMlPGy1QcvQ00=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegHvQWwTwgWcLsZDYZM49lZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSjgz1ve/vcLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9oGpVqQhtEcaXbETaUM0kblllO24mmWESctqLR9dRvPVFtmJIPdpzQUOCBZDEj2Dqp2dUC3d30yhW/6s+AlkmQkwrkqPfKX92+Iqmg0hKOjekEfmLDDGvLCKeTUjc1NMFkhAe046jEgpowm107QSdO6aNYaVfSopn6eyLDwpixiFynwHZoFr2p+J/XSW18GWZMJqmlkswXxSlHVqHp66jPNCWWjx3BRDN3KyJDrDGxLqCSCyFYfHmZNM+qgV8N7s8rtas8jiIcwTGcQgAXUINbqEMDCDzCM7zCm6e8F+/d+5i3Frx85hD+wPv8AdISjp4=</latexit>

pout
<latexit sha1_base64="xodzpXxCXp9pxj1LNBuD2A+RwV8=">AAAB8nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NXrJk9/bYnRPCkZ9hY6GIrb/Gzn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelEph0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqW50ZxltMS206EbVcioS3UKDkndRwqiLJH6Px7cx/fOLGCp084CTloaLDRMSCUXRSN+3nPaOIznDar9b8uj8HWSVBQWpQoNmvfvUGmmWKJ8gktbYb+CmGOTUomOTTSi+zPKVsTIe862hCFbdhPj95Ss6cMiCxNq4SJHP190ROlbUTFblORXFkl72Z+J/XzTC+DnORpBnyhC0WxZkkqMnsfzIQhjOUE0coM8LdStiIGsrQpVRxIQTLL6+S9kU98OvB/WWtcVPEUYYTOIVzCOAKGnAHTWgBAw3P8ApvHnov3rv3sWgtecXMMfyB9/kDgQaRYg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xodzpXxCXp9pxj1LNBuD2A+RwV8=">AAAB8nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NXrJk9/bYnRPCkZ9hY6GIrb/Gzn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelEph0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqW50ZxltMS206EbVcioS3UKDkndRwqiLJH6Px7cx/fOLGCp084CTloaLDRMSCUXRSN+3nPaOIznDar9b8uj8HWSVBQWpQoNmvfvUGmmWKJ8gktbYb+CmGOTUomOTTSi+zPKVsTIe862hCFbdhPj95Ss6cMiCxNq4SJHP190ROlbUTFblORXFkl72Z+J/XzTC+DnORpBnyhC0WxZkkqMnsfzIQhjOUE0coM8LdStiIGsrQpVRxIQTLL6+S9kU98OvB/WWtcVPEUYYTOIVzCOAKGnAHTWgBAw3P8ApvHnov3rv3sWgtecXMMfyB9/kDgQaRYg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xodzpXxCXp9pxj1LNBuD2A+RwV8=">AAAB8nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NXrJk9/bYnRPCkZ9hY6GIrb/Gzn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelEph0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqW50ZxltMS206EbVcioS3UKDkndRwqiLJH6Px7cx/fOLGCp084CTloaLDRMSCUXRSN+3nPaOIznDar9b8uj8HWSVBQWpQoNmvfvUGmmWKJ8gktbYb+CmGOTUomOTTSi+zPKVsTIe862hCFbdhPj95Ss6cMiCxNq4SJHP190ROlbUTFblORXFkl72Z+J/XzTC+DnORpBnyhC0WxZkkqMnsfzIQhjOUE0coM8LdStiIGsrQpVRxIQTLL6+S9kU98OvB/WWtcVPEUYYTOIVzCOAKGnAHTWgBAw3P8ApvHnov3rv3sWgtecXMMfyB9/kDgQaRYg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xodzpXxCXp9pxj1LNBuD2A+RwV8=">AAAB8nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NXrJk9/bYnRPCkZ9hY6GIrb/Gzn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZelEph0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqW50ZxltMS206EbVcioS3UKDkndRwqiLJH6Px7cx/fOLGCp084CTloaLDRMSCUXRSN+3nPaOIznDar9b8uj8HWSVBQWpQoNmvfvUGmmWKJ8gktbYb+CmGOTUomOTTSi+zPKVsTIe862hCFbdhPj95Ss6cMiCxNq4SJHP190ROlbUTFblORXFkl72Z+J/XzTC+DnORpBnyhC0WxZkkqMnsfzIQhjOUE0coM8LdStiIGsrQpVRxIQTLL6+S9kU98OvB/WWtcVPEUYYTOIVzCOAKGnAHTWgBAw3P8ApvHnov3rv3sWgtecXMMfyB9/kDgQaRYg==</latexit>

✓

<latexit sha1_base64="JqEnYvV6PtsKBJYmBVwEpjIMANw=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllplcIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqSw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rU4NhwbXUpt2xCxIoaCBAiW0EwMsjiS0ovHtzG89gbFCqwecJBDGbKjEQHCGTmp2cQTIeuWKX/XnoKskyEmF5Kj3yl/dvuZpDAq5ZNZ2Aj/BMGMGBZcwLXVTCwnjYzaEjqOKxWDDbH7tlJ45pU8H2rhSSOfq74mMxdZO4sh1xgxHdtmbif95nRQH12EmVJIiKL5YNEglRU1nr9O+MMBRThxh3Ah3K+UjZhhHF1DJhRAsv7xKmhfVwK8G95eV2k0eR5GckFNyTgJyRWrkjtRJg3DySJ7JK3nztPfivXsfi9aCl88ckz/wPn8Ao/ePKA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JqEnYvV6PtsKBJYmBVwEpjIMANw=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllplcIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqSw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rU4NhwbXUpt2xCxIoaCBAiW0EwMsjiS0ovHtzG89gbFCqwecJBDGbKjEQHCGTmp2cQTIeuWKX/XnoKskyEmF5Kj3yl/dvuZpDAq5ZNZ2Aj/BMGMGBZcwLXVTCwnjYzaEjqOKxWDDbH7tlJ45pU8H2rhSSOfq74mMxdZO4sh1xgxHdtmbif95nRQH12EmVJIiKL5YNEglRU1nr9O+MMBRThxh3Ah3K+UjZhhHF1DJhRAsv7xKmhfVwK8G95eV2k0eR5GckFNyTgJyRWrkjtRJg3DySJ7JK3nztPfivXsfi9aCl88ckz/wPn8Ao/ePKA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JqEnYvV6PtsKBJYmBVwEpjIMANw=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllplcIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqSw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rU4NhwbXUpt2xCxIoaCBAiW0EwMsjiS0ovHtzG89gbFCqwecJBDGbKjEQHCGTmp2cQTIeuWKX/XnoKskyEmF5Kj3yl/dvuZpDAq5ZNZ2Aj/BMGMGBZcwLXVTCwnjYzaEjqOKxWDDbH7tlJ45pU8H2rhSSOfq74mMxdZO4sh1xgxHdtmbif95nRQH12EmVJIiKL5YNEglRU1nr9O+MMBRThxh3Ah3K+UjZhhHF1DJhRAsv7xKmhfVwK8G95eV2k0eR5GckFNyTgJyRWrkjtRJg3DySJ7JK3nztPfivXsfi9aCl88ckz/wPn8Ao/ePKA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JqEnYvV6PtsKBJYmBVwEpjIMANw=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllplcIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqSw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rU4NhwbXUpt2xCxIoaCBAiW0EwMsjiS0ovHtzG89gbFCqwecJBDGbKjEQHCGTmp2cQTIeuWKX/XnoKskyEmF5Kj3yl/dvuZpDAq5ZNZ2Aj/BMGMGBZcwLXVTCwnjYzaEjqOKxWDDbH7tlJ45pU8H2rhSSOfq74mMxdZO4sh1xgxHdtmbif95nRQH12EmVJIiKL5YNEglRU1nr9O+MMBRThxh3Ah3K+UjZhhHF1DJhRAsv7xKmhfVwK8G95eV2k0eR5GckFNyTgJyRWrkjtRJg3DySJ7JK3nztPfivXsfi9aCl88ckz/wPn8Ao/ePKA==</latexit>

x
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FIG. 1: An illustration of the proposed measurement - the
ATLAS detector as muon fixed-target experiment.

MFC production in muon-target interactions would regis-
ter as a momentum di↵erence between the incoming and
outgoing muons which is not accounted for by the en-
ergy deposition in the (instrumented) target. Such ded-
icated apparatuses may be available at CERN by run-
ning the NA64 experiment with a muon beam [2, 18],
and at FermiLab, by leveraging the muon beam-line of
the Muon (g � 2) experiment [19], and constructing the
M3 apparatus [14].

In this Letter, we propose to utilize the ATLAS detec-
tor as a muon fixed-target experiment, which is sensitive
to the missing muon momentum signature and therefore
probes MFCs. The calorimeters serve as an instrumented
target, and the Inner Detector (ID), and Muon Sys-
tem (MS) provide independent muon momentum mea-
surements before and after the target, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. It is important that in ATLAS there is no un-
instrumented material between the calorimeter and the
MS. This ensures that an accurate measurement of the
missing muon momentum signature is possible.

Using muons from Z and W decays, in total O(1010)
muons on target at the high-luminosity LHC (HL-LHC),
we estimate that the proposed analysis is sensitive to
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Figure 9. The DUNE near detector neutrino scattering sensitivity for Lµ � L⌧ at 90% C.L.
The upper panel shows the case with no kinetic mixing, and the lower panel the case with the
loop-induced mixing. Bounds from neutrino-electron scattering apply only to the latter. We also
show bounds from BaBar [122], LHC [123], Borexino [57] and from the neutrino trident production
measurement at CCFR [51, 84]. Recent cosmological bounds for the two kinetic mixing cases
derived in Ref. [74] are also shown.

This model can significantly impact neutrino trident production of a muon pair. In

fact, the leading bound in this parameter space for masses MZ0 . 200 MeV comes from the

CCFR measurement of the same neutrino trident channel [84]. CCFR observed 37.0±12.4

events, extracting a measurement of the trident cross section of �CCFR/�SM = 0.82 ± 0.28.

Curiously, the measurement by CHARM-II [83] provides weaker constraints on this model

despite seeing a larger number of trident events, namely 55±16 events in total, most likely

due to the 1� upward fluctuation in the measurement: �CHARM�II/�SM = 1.58 ± 0.57.

Other important bounds from ⌫ � e scattering have also been obtained using the kinetic
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Figure 8. Existing constraints and DUNE sensitivity in the Lµ � L⌧ parameter space. Shown in green

is the region where the (g � 2)µ anomaly can be explained at the 1� and 2� level. The parameter

regions already probed by existing constraints are shaded in gray and correspond to a CMS search for

pp ! µ+µ�Z 0 ! µ+µ�µ+µ� [44] (“LHC”), a BaBar search for e+e� ! µ+µ�Z 0 ! µ+µ�µ+µ� [46]

(“BaBar”), precision measurements of Z ! `+`� and Z ! ⌫⌫̄ couplings [39, 47] (“LEP”), a previous

measurement of the trident cross section [9, 15] (“CCFR”), a measurement of the scattering rate of solar

neutrinos on electrons [48–50] (“Borexino”), and bounds from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis [51, 54, 55] (“BBN”).

The DUNE sensitivity shown by the solid blue line assumes 6.5 year running in neutrino mode, leading to a

measurement of the trident cross section with 40% precision.

antineutrino-induced trident processes:
(�)
⌫ µ ! (�)

⌫ µµ+µ�,
(�)
⌫ µ ! (�)

⌫ µe+e�, and
(�)
⌫ µ ! (�)

⌫ ee±µ⌥.

We estimate that the uncertainties of our predictions for the dominant coherent scattering process are

approximately 6%, mainly due to higher order electroweak corrections. Sub-dominant contributions

from incoherent scattering have larger uncertainties due to nuclear modeling.

We find that at the DUNE near detector, one can expect ⇠ 240 ⌫µ ! ⌫µµ+µ� events per year,

⇠ 440 ⌫µ ! ⌫µe+e� events per year, and ⇠ 1600 ⌫µ ! ⌫ee+µ� events per year. This implies

favorable conditions for performing precise measurements of the cross sections of such processes.

In this paper, we performed a state-of-the-art analysis for the future sensitivity of DUNE to

muon neutrino tridents using a Geant4-based simulation of the DUNE near detector liquid argon

TPC. Thanks to the very distinctive kinematical features of the signal, if compared to the muon
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Figure 12: Constraints from current (upper panel) and future (lower panel) experiments on a secluded
U(1)X gauge boson with kinetic mixing parameter ✏. Additional constraints from supernova cooling
are not shown (see Section 3.6).

4 Results

Our main results are summarized in Figs. 13-16, showing exclusion contours for a U(1)B�L, U(1)Lµ�Le ,
U(1)Le�L⌧ and U(1)Lµ�L⌧ , respectively. For each of the considered gauge groups we show two plots.
One with the existing limits and another one with the planned and future experiments.

For comparison we show the usual secluded hidden photon case U(1)X in Fig. 12. Note the features
in the projected SHiP reach in Fig. 12; for hidden photons with masses above the pion threshold, the
production through pion decays shuts off and the sensitivity for small gauge couplings is decreased. The
dips for sizable masses correspond to hadronic resonances, which increase sensitivity for small gauge
couplings and decrease it for sizable gauge couplings, as the hidden photon becomes short-lived.

Let us now consider each of the different gauge groups and discuss the similarities and changes with
respect to the case of a secluded hidden photon. For a detailed discussion of the calculation of beam
dump limits and how they are related to the recasted limits we refer to Appendix B.
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Figure 12: Constraints from current (upper panel) and future (lower panel) experiments on a secluded
U(1)X gauge boson with kinetic mixing parameter ✏. Additional constraints from supernova cooling
are not shown (see Section 3.6).

4 Results

Our main results are summarized in Figs. 13-16, showing exclusion contours for a U(1)B�L, U(1)Lµ�Le ,
U(1)Le�L⌧ and U(1)Lµ�L⌧ , respectively. For each of the considered gauge groups we show two plots.
One with the existing limits and another one with the planned and future experiments.

For comparison we show the usual secluded hidden photon case U(1)X in Fig. 12. Note the features
in the projected SHiP reach in Fig. 12; for hidden photons with masses above the pion threshold, the
production through pion decays shuts off and the sensitivity for small gauge couplings is decreased. The
dips for sizable masses correspond to hadronic resonances, which increase sensitivity for small gauge
couplings and decrease it for sizable gauge couplings, as the hidden photon becomes short-lived.

Let us now consider each of the different gauge groups and discuss the similarities and changes with
respect to the case of a secluded hidden photon. For a detailed discussion of the calculation of beam
dump limits and how they are related to the recasted limits we refer to Appendix B.
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Figure 3. Constraints on the relaxion-Higgs mixing sin2 ✓ for relaxions with m� between MeV and
5GeV. The laboratory probes include: proton beam dump experiments (red for CHARM, light
red for the projected sensitivity for SHIP and SeaQuest), K-meson decays (blue, our conservative
projection from NA62 in a lighter shade of blue), B-meson decays (turquoise), LHC search for
h ! 4µ (light blue) and LEP (green). Astrophysical and cosmological probes include the Supernova
1987a (pale violet, labelled as SN), ⌘b (orange) and N

e↵

( pink). Contours for ⇤
br

= 0.99⇤max

br

'
104GeV (gray, thick, solid), ⇤

br

= 10GeV (gray, dashed), f/GeV = 106, 104, 125 (black, solid) are
presented. Here ⇤max

br

is the upper bound on ⇤
br

arising from the requirement of a non-tachyonic �
in Eq. (3.12) for sin(�

0

/f) = 1/
p
2. The vertical light gray line corresponds to the contour for the

relaxion mass at the muon threshold; the yellow contour corresponds to c⌧ = 2m and the purple
one to ⌧ = 1 s.

decays by almost an order of magnitude. They expect to see 90 SM signal events and 20

background events in two years [54]. Using only this information about the total rate and

no information about the di↵erential distribution of the SM and background events, we

show a conservative estimate of the 95% CL excluded region in light blue in figure 3 where

we have assumed a 10% theoretical error [55]. The gap in the excluded region is again due

to the veto around the charged pion mass, 100MeV . m� . 160MeV [54].

Finally, for GeV-scale masses we see from figure 3 that some regions of the parameter

space are bounded by LEP and LHC searches that we describe in detail in the next section.

5.2.2 The m� > 5 GeV mass range

Finally we consider the mass region m� > 5GeV where the mixing angle sin ✓ can become

O(1) and the expressions in Eq. (5.1) do not apply anymore. To compute the mixing angle,

sin ✓, and the mass, m�, as functions of ⇤br

and f , we therefore exactly diagonalise the mass

matrix in appendices A and B for the j = 2 (j = 1) case. We fix the value of the unknown
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Summary

Overwhelming evidence for BSM physics 
  
Understand Higgs property as much as possible 
  
Direct search programs at LHC are powerful 
especially for weak-TeV scale particles 
  
Maybe overlooked light states; should be covered by 
LHC, B/K/v factories, beam dump, and other exp! 


